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Abstract

Scholars contend that in a weak institutional context, firms enter the political mar-

ketplace primarily through bribery or entrepreneurs running for public office. My dis-

sertation challenges this conventional understanding by arguing that revolving-door

channels have become a prevalent means of rent-seeking when within-government

career opportunities are rare for public officials and the private sector is profitable.

This dissertation proposes a theoretical framework for understanding the emergence

of revolving-door officials in authoritarian regimes and tests this framework through

a rigorous inquiry of firms in China. The three papers that constitute this work

analyze the pattern, formation, and economic outcome of hiring revolving-door offi-

cials. I show the distortionary impact of post-government career concerns on public

resource allocation, a mixed revolving-door recruitment strategy adopted by firms

seeking both political power and regulatory expertise, and the salient signaling effect

of revolving-door connections on financial investors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 2014, I completed an internship at the Shanghai Law and Finance Institute, a Chinese

think tank that focuses on economic policymaking and financial regulations. My daily

work involved translating policy articles by several American think tanks and coordinating

workshops and conferences. At one event, I met the founder of that think tank, Mr. Liu

Hongru. My supervisor told me that Mr. Liu was the “godfather” of the Chinese finance

industry. He was the founding chairman of the Chinese Securities Regulatory Commission,

the Chinese top financial regulatory agency affiliated with the State Council.

A few years later, I saw Mr. Liu’s name again in an article by Securities Times, a

widely-known Chinese newspaper that focuses on business and economic affairs. The article

discussed a phenomenon called “official-turned directors” and raised concerns regarding the

considerable compensation earned by former officials in the private sector. The article

revealed that Mr. Liu not only became active in building think tanks after his time in

public office but also served as the board director of four publicly traded firms and was

profiting enormously from these firms.

Mr. Liu’s experience illustrates a typical case of the political-business revolving-door,

a widespread phenomenon in advanced democracies in which politicians and regulators

join the private sector after leaving public office (Draca, 2014; Dal Bó, 2006). A stream

of political economy literature shows that corporations seek “know-how” from revolving-
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door officials. In particular, firms hire politicians for their expertise in a specific policy

area and knowledge of legislative and administrative procedures (Henisz and Zelner, 2003;

Carpenter, Esterling and Lazer, 2004; Parker, 2008). Meanwhile, other scholars hold that

“know-who” is the primary reason why firms hire politicians. These scholars argue that

hiring revolving-door politicians provides firms with access to the political network, offering

firms various forms of preferential benefits (Hillman and Dalziel, 2003; Blanes i Vidal, Draca

and Fons-Rosen, 2012; Bertrand et al., 2018; LaPira and Thomas, 2017).

While the established literature offers a systematic understanding of the revolving door

phenomenon and its policy implications, research has exclusively concentrated on advanced

democracies, particularly the US lobbyist industry. Scholars have paid limited attention to

the revolving-door phenomenon in authoritarian countries, where meaningful representation

and a lobbying process are absent. These scholars argue that firms in weak institutional

environments do not need to use such convoluted means to obtain political power. Instead,

firms enter the political marketplace primarily through direct bribery or entrepreneurs run-

ning for public office (Szakonyi, 2018; Hou, 2019; Malesky and Taussig, 2009).

1.1 Key Findings

In contrast to conventional wisdom, this dissertation unveils the emergence of the political-

business revolving door in China. My data show that Chinese firms ubiquitously hire former

officials, such as Mr. Liu. From 1994 to 2019, over 15,000 government officials held lucra-

tive positions in over 88% of all 3,734 publicly listed Chinese firms. These revolving-door

officials are primarily from the local executive branch in intermediate level positions; these

individuals obtain sizable compensation through salary and stock options when holding

board director or senior executive positions in these firms.

Beyond providing a detailed depiction of Chinese revolving-door officials, the theoretical

focus of this dissertation is to analyze the incentives of public officials and firms to establish

formal employment connections in a weak institutional context. I theorize that the increase

in revolving-door channels in China is the outcome of an authoritarian political system and

a strong market economy. The influence of the cadre management system and the growing

2



private economy in China are critical for my argument. On the supply side, fierce career

advancement competition yields many “losers” who are ineligible for promotion. Given

the limited within-government career opportunities, lame-duck political leaders can provide

firms with numerous particularistic benefits as they face limited institutional constraints,

such as competitive elections and legislative oversight. On the demand side, firms have the

financial capital to hire former officials. Four decades of market reform have invigorated the

private economy in China, generating large corporations in various sectors. With abundant

capital, firms can offer lucrative positions to government officials, buying political influence

or issue-specific expertise that cannot be obtained elsewhere.

Simultaneously, the authoritarian political system and the burgeoning private sector

have given rise to the revolving-door channel in China. I characterize the political-business

revolving door as an institutionalized means of rent seeking in this dissertation because

of its legality, publicity, and mutual benefits for both firms and public officials. Through

this revolving-door channel, retired political leaders monetize their influence and expertise

through legal compensation, representing a way to repay officials that is less likely to be

the target of anti-corruption efforts compared to direct bribery. By formally employing ex-

officials, firms buy both political influence and expertise to advance their business interests.

Formal recruitment of officials also prevent official’s shirking. More importantly, publicity

of revolving-door channels does not harm firms and serves as a signal to external investors

of their political capital, attracting further investment.

While making my claims, I primarily rely on the Chinese Revolving-Door Officials

Database (CRDOD). I constructed this original database of revolving-door officials who

hold positions as directors and C-suite executives using the information disclosure files dis-

closed by the Chinese Securities Regulatory Commission. The database contains systematic

biographical and career information of over 15,000 former officials who serve as board direc-

tors or C-suite level directors of publicly listed Chinese firms from 1994 to 2019. I conduct

empirical analyses by matching this massive database with various other data sources, such

as government subsidy data, firm balance sheets, investor reports, and government docu-

ments.

Using abundant quantitative and qualitative evidence, the three papers that constitute

3



this dissertation analyze the pattern, formation, and economic outcome of hiring revolving-

door officials. In particular, I answer the following three sets of research questions: (1)

Why do politicians join the private sector after leaving public office? (2) What are the

multiple considerations underlying firm’s recruitment decisions regarding revolving-door

officials? Do firms care more about the political power or the issue-specific expertise of

public officials? (3) How do external investors perceive the political risk embedded in

revolving-door connections?

The first paper (Chapter 2) analyzes the incentive structures of public officials to join

the private sector. While the existing literature focuses on how revolving-door officials de-

liver favorable government treatment to firms after leaving public office, this paper theorizes

that the post-government career concerns of public officials distort public resource alloca-

tion while they are still in office. To test this theory, I construct a new dataset that links

over 98,000 corporate subsidy programs approved by multiple levels of government with

revolving-door officials who joined publicly listed Chinese firms between 2007 and 2019. I

show that forward-looking officials provide sizable favorable subsidies to their future em-

ployers. To verify the exchange of favors, I document that firms repay public officials who

provided favorable subsidies by hiring and paying them enormous amounts of cash compen-

sation. Finally, I find that the reputation cost is the mechanism through which this quid

pro quo relationship is sustained.

I further investigate the firm-level decision-making regarding hiring revolving-door of-

ficials in the second paper (Chapter 3). I theorize that firms diversify their portfolio of

revolving-door officials to obtain both political influence and issue-specific expertise simul-

taneously. To test this theory, I construct a unique databset that contains standardized

career experience of all revolving-door officials who serve in publicly traded Chinese firms.

I analyze how firms remunerate former officials based on their administrative rank and

regulatory expertise. Supporting the view of issue-specific expertise (“know-how”), I show

that firms offer higher cash compensation to officials with issue-specific expertise than oth-

ers without expertise. Supporting the view of political influence (“know-who”), firms offer

more stock compensation to ex-officials with higher-ranked government positions.

Beyond the incentive structure of firms and politicians, the third paper (Chapter 4)

4



focuses on how investors perceive revolving-door connections. I argue that revolving-door

connections serve as a negative signal during turbulent times when the status of a firm’s

connected politicians is uncertain. I argue that the political-business revolving door trans-

mits uncertainty from the political system to firms, incurring a cost to firms. I empirically

estimate the cost of revolving-door recruitment of publicly listed firms in the early years of

a major corruption crackdown in China. I show that firm-level returns to revolving-door

recruitment become negative during this period. The cost of revolving door recruitment is

higher in areas with high-profile corruption crackdowns and poorer market institutions. In

contrast to the conventional corporate governance explanations, the mechanism proposed

in this paper emphasizes external perceptions of firms. Analyses of over 1 million equity

reports and bank loan records show that political connections act as a negative signal for

investors and lenders, thereby discouraging investment.

1.2 Contribution

This dissertation is the first systematic examination of the revolving door between politics

and firms in an authoritarian country. This paper challenges the conventional wisdom of

business-government relations that in a weak institutional context, collusion between politi-

cians and firms is always hidden and illicit. In contrast, this dissertation highlights that

hiring revolving-door officials serves as an institutionalized means for firms to establish polit-

ical connections and obtain favorable treatment from politicians. Broadly, this dissertation

contributes to the large body of literature concerning the post-retirement employment of

public officials (Simon, 2018; Chari, Murphy and Hogan, 2007). This dissertation not only

distinguishes two prominent theories developed in the democratic context (“know-how” or

“know-who” mechanisms) but also develops new theoretical arguments that originate from

the authoritarian context of China. I show not only the demand side (firms) but also the

supply side (public officials) of this quid quo quo relationship, highlighting that revolving-

door channels serve as a low-risk, highly-profitable means of rent-seeking for both firms and

public officials.

This dissertation also reflects our comparative knowledge of political-business revolving

5



doors, which is a literature stream that concentrates on advanced democracies (Draca,

2014; Bombardini and Trebbi, 2019). This study highlights several distinctive features of

the political-business revolving door in China compared to the US lobbyist industry. Under

China’s one-party rule, political leaders have the final say in allocating public resources in

their jurisdictions. This authoritarian decision-making feature enables officials to directly

deliver pecuniary benefits to their future employer, representing a sharp contrast from the

practices in democracies, where politicians and regulators often signal their competence in

policy areas. Moreover, in contrast to US lobbyists who exert policy influence on behalf of

interest groups, revolving-door exchanges in China are not group-based and policy-driven

but are highly tailored to a specific firm. Despite these differences, the evidence presented

in this study shows that China’s revolving door shares various common features with the

post-retirement arrangement of bureaucrats in other East Asian countries, an exemplar of

which is Amakudari (descent from heaven) in Japan (Hong and Kim, 2017; Asai, Kawai and

Nakabayashi, 2018; Colignon and Usui, 2003). In both Japan and China, post-government

employment emerges with rapid economic growth, a sizable bureaucratic system, and strong

government intervention, a trajectory that has been characterized as a “developmental

state” (Johnson, 1982). Albeit with different political systems, the two countries with

similar development goals give rise to a large group of intermediate-level executive branch

officials who cannot move upward on the bureaucratic ladder but choose to join the private

sector.

Moreover, this study speaks to a sizable literature on the career concerns of public

officials in authoritarian regimes. Research shows that prospects for career advancement

are the main driver for economic development, revenue growth, and public goods provision

in China (Li and Zhou, 2005; Guo, 2009). At the same time, high-powered career incentives

have resulted in negative social and economic outcomes, such as extraneous deaths in World

War II and excessive extraction in the famine during China’s Great Leap Forward (Ager,

Bursztyn and Voth, 2016; Kung and Chen, 2011). My research shifts the theoretical focus

of career concern models from within-government career opportunities to postgovernment

career concerns. I show that opportunities for lucrative positions in the private sector

serve as a strong incentive for public officials to distort public resource allocation, which

6



is comparable to the distortion impact of incentives for pandering upward in the political

system (Jensen and Malesky, 2018). Moreover, I show that post-government concerns serve

as an alternative channel through which the career advancement competition facilitates

economic growth in China. I argue that officials climb up the administrative ladder not

only for pursuing political power. With career advancement, they can also monetize their

rank-based political power in the private sector through the revolving-door channel.

Methodologically, this dissertation departs from the common practice in the litera-

ture, which simply estimates the effect of a single and isolated political connection on

economic outcomes. Instead, various cutting-edge research methods, including a network

analysis, machine learning, and event studies, are employed to analyze the formation and

consequences of the political-business revolving door. Moreover, this study builds a com-

prehensive database of revolving-door officials using massive public information disclosure

documents. Currently, scholars in political science and economics primarily rely on finan-

cial data services, such as CSMAR or WIND, to study firm-level political connections in

China (Wang, 2018; Truex, 2014). However, these databases suffer from the vague coding of

government branches, missing information regarding revolving-door officials, and high sub-

scription costs. My new database addresses these quality concerns and offers researchers

free access to information regarding firms’ political portfolios.
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Chapter 2

Why Do Public Officials Join

Firms?

The career concerns of political leaders play an important role in determining public resource

allocation around the world. In democratic countries, politicians with reelection incentives

allocate public resources more favorably to their home state or districts and co-partisans,

particularly during the preelection period. (Berry, Burden and Howell, 2010; Larcinese,

Rizzo and Testa, 2006). Political leaders in single-party regimes also have a strong career

incentive, not for winning elections but rather for moving upward in the government hierar-

chy (Svolik, 2012; Jensen and Malesky, 2018). Scholars mainly consider officials’ incentives

for pandering upward as distortionary, showing that this behavior leads to various negative

and even disastrous outcomes, such as excessive resource extraction, pollution, and rampant

corruption (Kung and Chen, 2011; He, Wang and Zhang, 2020; Chen and Kung, 2018).

This study advances an alternative view on the role of career incentives in public pol-

icymaking in authoritarian regimes. I challenge the conventional view that authoritarian

leaders merely have one single career path within the government. Instead, this study

analyzes how post-government career prospects affect officials’ decisions to allocate public

funding when they are still in office. Specifically, I focus on the revolving-door mechanisms

through which former politicians obtain lucrative corporate positions (Khwaja and Mian,

2011; Faccio, 2006). I theorize that the anticipation of private-sector career opportunities

8



distorts the allocation of public resources. With the prospects of obtaining a private-sector

position, public officials provide a favorable policy treatment to their anticipated employer

firm while they are still in office. In return, firms that receive favorable benefits repay

these officials not through an instant kickback but by hiring them and giving them sizable

compensation after they leave public office.

I empirically test these arguments by analyzing how revolving-door opportunities af-

fect an official’s decision to allocate subsidies to publicly traded firms in China. Following

the extant literature, I define revolving-door officials as those who become board direc-

tors or C-suite-level executives of publicly traded firms after leaving public office (Fisman

and Wang, 2015; Chen et al., 2018).1 I create an original database that includes detailed

career experience information on officials turned executives and directors, drawing on the

raw resume texts of firm directors and executives disclosed by the Chinese Securities Reg-

ulatory Commission. To document the exchange of favors between officials and firms, I

match revolving-door officials with over 98,000 subsidy programs approved by provincial,

prefectural, and county-level governments in China from 2007 through 2019.

Using this matched database, I reveal the sizable amount of favorable subsidies provided

by these revolving-door officials: Officials who later enter the firm provide 11–23% more

subsidies to their future employers than do other government officials in the last three

years of public service. A back-of-the-envelope estimation shows that the excessive subsidy

offered by each revolving-door official is approximately 1.6 million RMB (254 thousand

USD). The size of favorable treatment varies across different types of officials and firms. The

estimation shows that revolving-door officials from lower-level governments provide more

sizable subsidies than do their peers from higher-level government. Revolving-door officials

provide more favorable subsidies to firms in high rent-seeking sectors, such as conglomerates,

real estate, and high-technology firms.

To verify the exchange of favors, I show that firms return the benefits to public officials

by providing formal employment and cash compensation. The probit model shows that

firms are 16–18% more likely to hire officials if the officials previously provided government

1C-suite executives include chief executive officers, chief financial officers, chief operating officers,
and chief information officers.
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subsidies while in office. Drawing on the compensation data of firm personnel, I analyze

how firms formally remunerate former officials for their favorable government subsidies. The

within-firm estimation shows that evolving-door officials who provide favorable government

subsidies receive approximately 69% higher salary than do other former officials in the same

firm.

Aside from the evidence on the hidden quid pro quo, I discuss mechanisms through which

this favor exchange exists and prevails, explaining why firms do not renege on their commit-

ment to hire officials after receiving benefits. I conduct analyses on three mechanisms—fear

of expropriation, cultural norm of reciprocity, and reputation cost—drawing on various em-

pirical evidence, including survey response, firm-level analysis, and marginal effect analysis.

The evidence suggests that the reputation mechanism is the most plausible: Firms repay

officials who deliver benefits as initially agreed upon because reneging on contracts incurs

a reputation cost. The results show that firms that fail to hire officials after obtaining

favorable subsidies receive significantly fewer government subsidies than do their peer firms

that hire officials.

Showing the enormous compensation received by revolving-door officials, this paper

complements the empirical research on private returns to public offices (Eggers and Hain-

mueller, 2009; Truex, 2014; Fisman, Schulz and Vig, 2014; Szakonyi, 2018). The literature

suggests that revolving-door officials are valuable to firms because of their policy expertise

(“know-how”) or their connections to incumbent politicians (“know-who”) (Blanes i Vi-

dal, Draca and Fons-Rosen, 2012). However, these explanations focus on the instantaneous

exchange between political power and private business. This paper offers an alternative

mechanism on the returns to public office by showing a deferred payment scheme: Firms

remunerate officials for favors that these officials have offered in advance. More importantly,

I show that cash is the most desirable form of compensation for self-seeking officials who

have no intention to align their interests with firms in the long run.

Broadly, this study advances our understanding of business-government relations in

authoritarian regimes. Scholars contend that firms enter the political marketplace primarily

through bribery or by entrepreneurs running for public office in a weak institutional context

(Tsai, 2007; Hou, 2019; Malesky, Gueorguiev and Jensen, 2015; Szakonyi, 2018). This paper
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challenges this conventional understanding and offers a career concern theory to account for

the rise of revolving-door channels. I show that the revolving-door mechanism is sustainable

because of its low risks for both politicians and firms. By deferring their payment, officials

are less likely to be caught by the intense anti-corruption efforts in China. Meanwhile, formal

employment with deferred payment solves the commitment problem in which officials do

not deliver benefits as promised after taking bribes.

2.1 Post-government Career Concerns and Public

Resource Allocation

The political-business revolving door is a widely known mechanism of rent-seeking in var-

ious institutional contexts (Draca, 2014; Khwaja and Mian, 2011). The existing literature

argues that this phenomenon distorts public resource allocation through two mechanisms.

First, revolving-door officials provide various benefits when they work in firms. Evidence

from the US lobbyist industry shows the informational role of a revolving-door channel that

provides interest groups with unfair advantages in policymaking. Specifically, US lobbyists

convey the concerns of their clients to legislators, thus affecting lawmaking and regulation

(Austen-Smith and Wright, 1992; Hall and Deardorff, 2006). In many other countries, the

political-business revolving door creates an instant quid pro quo relationship between pub-

lic officials and their firms. Revolving-door officials provide firms with various forms of

favorable treatment (Goldman, Rocholl and So, 2013; Khwaja and Mian, 2005). In return,

former officials earn a compensation premium for the benefit they bring to their client firms

(Chen and Kung, 2018). Evidence from various countries shows that favors traded between

politicians and corporations usually come at the expense of public welfare, leading to alloca-

tive distortion in the provision of public goods, excessive public expenditure, corruption,

and even disastrous increases in mortality (Bertrand et al., 2018; Cingano Federico and

Pinotti Paolo, 2013; Fisman and Wang, 2015; Schoenherr, 2018).

In addition to the instant quid pro quo relationship, another crucial but understud-

ied mechanism is that the anticipation of a career in the private sector affects the policy
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decision-making of incumbent officials. This mechanism was first introduced by regulatory

capture theorists, who argue that forward-looking regulators provide favorable treatment

to regulated firms in expectation of returns, such as future job opportunities (Dal Bó,

2006; Che, 1995). Recent empirical research supports the future career concerns theory,

showing that government agents in the US deliberately favor the firm they later join by

taking advantage of discretion with regard to patent approvals or credit ratings (Cornaggia,

Cornaggia and Xia, 2016; Tabakovic and Wollmann, 2018). In contrast to these low-level

bureaucrats, state policymakers in advanced democracies do not have the discretion to send

particularistic benefits to their prospective employers because of the collective nature of the

decision-making. The impact of post-government career concerns manifests not through

specific benefits but through a show of competence. Evidence from the US Congress shows

that future job opportunities incentivize congressional staffers to be active in legislation

(Shepherd and You, 2020).

Unlike US legislators, government officials in China can provide particularistic benefits

to firms for future job opportunities for several reasons. First, officials are able to do so

because they have limited institutional constraints such as party competition or checks and

balances. Under one-party rule, local political leaders, particularly the chief executives of

various levels of governments, have the final say on various policy issues in their jurisdictions,

such as land transactions, taxation, and public goods allocation (Chen and Kung, 2016; Guo,

2009; Li and Zhou, 2005; Lü and Landry, 2014). The Communist Party grants autonomy to

local leaders for economic development, allowing them to make policies that are adaptive to

local social and economic conditions (Schubert and Heberer, 2015). Policy direction enables

local officials to compete vigorously with one another in an interjurisdictional yardstick

competition.

The Chinese political system not only grants government officials discretion over public

resource allocation but also provides strong incentives for government officials to pursue

careers outside the government. In China, officials who reach a certain age can no longer

advance in the administrative ranks (Kou and Tsai, 2014). A thorough analysis of public

officials’ career tracks shows that some officials who have high starting positions can enter

the top Communist Party leadership (Jia and Xu, 2018). However, most officials must retire
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when reaching the mandatory retirement age (Manion, 1993; Landry, Lü and Duan, 2018).

These officials who do not have strong career prospects within the government shift their

focus to their post-government career. In China, researchers name this shift of focus the

“fifty-nine-year-old phenomenon” whereby officials who anticipate retirement will use the

policy discretion available to them to obtain private gain through bribery or embezzlement.2

Pecuniary interest is another reason that public officials pursue a post-government ca-

reer. In China, the wage gap between the public and private sectors is massive (He, 2000).

According to People’s Daily, the flagship media of the Chinese Communist Party, a mayor

earns a 7, 000 RMB monthly salary.3 As salary usually accounts for approximately 30% of

the gross legal income of public officials, the annual gross legal compensation of a Chinese

mayor is 41, 000 USD.4 In sharp contrast, the average salary of firm directors in publicly

listed Chinese firms was 1.2 million RMB (170, 000 USD) in 2019, over four times the for-

mal wage earned by a regular mayor in China. This public-private wage gap has become

larger in the past decade as the private economy has grown rapidly in China (Démurger,

Li and Yang, 2012). It also exerts a significant impact on the extensive margin of the labor

market. In the past decade, the number of candidates who take the national public officer

entrance exam gradually decreased by 15%, suggesting that public positions are no longer

attractive among young job seekers in China.5 The wage gap also encourages the flight

of public officials from the public sector to the private, a phenomenon that is particularly

salient in regulatory agencies. In a Wall Street Journal interview, a former official revealed

that the private firm paid him ten times as much as he earned as a regulator (Gu, 2014).

The low wage, low promotion potential, and fixed retirement age coalesce to create a

strong incentive for public officials to provide benefits to firms if they anticipate seeking a

post-government career. However, public officials do not provide favorable treatment for

free. They have two ways to obtain private gains from a firm that receives such benefits.

First, they can ask for a direct kickback, a common practice in many developing countries

2The retirement age of male officials ranked below the vice-minister level is sixty years old.

3People’s Daily. http://politics.people.com.cn/n/2015/0121/c1001-26422875.html.

4https://www.bbc.com/zhongwen/simp/china/2015/01/150120chinaxisalary.

5http://sx.offcn.com/zg/gkkq/
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(Olken and Pande, 2012). Direct kickbacks mostly appear in interactions between citizens

and lower-level officials (Bertrand et al., 2007). However, in China, exchanges of high-

stakes rewards between powerful officials and business actors have become prevalent in

recent decades along with the country’s rapid economic growth (Ang, 2020). In the case

of higher-ranking officials and publicly listed firms, offering formal employment is a more

viable response for firms trading favors with officials because it has low risks for both the

public official and the firm. Despite the ongoing anticorruption campaign launched in 2013,

corruption investigations focus primarily on the misconduct of incumbent officials: retired

officials account for only 0.7% of the total number of corruption investigations.6 Because

of the low political risk associated with the revolving-door channel, it is a preferable means

for public officials to exchange benefits with firms. One Chinese state media outlet used

“power as stock options” to describe this practice: “When in office, many powerful officials

are aware of the risk of being investigated. They do not ask for a direct return when they

illegally provide benefits to others. Instead, they ask for great returns after leaving office”

(Legal Daily, 2015).

In addition to this channel’s low political risk, public officials are less concerned about

the fulfillment of the quid pro quo relationship through postponed payments. Firms are

unlikely to breach the informal contract with government officials in China for several

reasons. A cultural explanation is that the social norm of reciprocity persists and prevails

in Chinese society (Wank, 1996). In the business history of China, firms and public officials

develop this reciprocal relationship that advances their pecuniary interest through a series

of repeated interactions (Lovett, Simmons and Kali, 1999). Beyond the cultural norm of

reciprocity, collective sanctions also prevent the breach of quid pro quo. If firms were to

renege on the informal contract made with revolving-door officials, they would immediately

suffer a reputation cost: a bad reputation discourages incumbent officials from providing

preferential treatment to these firms, thereby harming corporate profits.

Firms also favor the revolving-door channel over directly bribing officials. When bribing

officials, firms pay in advance to obtain particular benefits from public officials, but public

officials may not deliver what they have promised. In the case of revolving-door channels,

6Table A.1 presents the summary statistics
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firms no longer need to be concerned about the commitment problem faced when bribing

officials. They pay officials after receiving the benefit, and they can adjust the remuneration

based on what they gain. Moreover, revolving-door employment makes it easier for firms to

offer considerable compensation to officials. In China, it is common for firm executives to

receive high compensation(Lam, McGuinness and Vieito, 2013; Ding, Akhtar and Ge, 2006).

Firms can easily remunerate officials by offering firm executive positions with enormous cash

bonuses, perks, stock options, and other benefits without violating financial regulations.

When firms offer various financial incentives, revolving-door officials are more likely to

accept salary compensation because of its low risk and flexibility. As public officials are

not informed about the firm‘s day-to-day operation or financial health, it is riskier for them

to align their interests with the firm’s by taking stocks. Instead, officials-turned executives

who take cash can easily cut their ties and leave firms without further losses when firms

encounter financial or operation problems.

Figure 2.1: Illustrations of the Hidden Quid Pro Quo

Based on these arguments, the revolving-door channel forms a quid pro quo between

firms and public officials, illustrated in Figure 2.1. Officials with prospects for entering

the private sector provide preferential treatment to their future employers to increase their

employment chances. A few years later, when officials leave public office, firms begin to

repay officials through formal employment. However, private-sector positions per se do

not satisfy officials who pursue personal enrichment. Firms have to provide extra cash
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compensation in return for the official’s favor. The logic of this hidden exchange of benefits

is reflected in the following three observational hypotheses:

H1: When in office, public officials who later join a firm provide more benefits to the

firm than do their peers.

H2: Firms are more likely to recruit an official if the official provided favorable treatment

when in office.

H3. Revolving-door officials who provided favorable benefits to a firm earn more than

other revolving-door officials in that firm, primarily in cash.

2.2 Data and Stylized Facts

I empirically test these hypotheses in the context of corporate subsidy allocation in China

by gathering the data from several sources. I obtained the data on revolving-door officials

using information disclosure files provided by the China Securities Regulatory Commission.7

Using the same source, I collected government subsidy information from the annual report

and cross-checked this information with two widely used firm data vendors in China: the

China Stock Market & Accounting Research (CSMAR) and WIND. I also gathered the

registration information and various financial indicators of publicly listed Chinese firms

using the CSMAR database. Firm-level summary statistics are shown in Table A.2.

2.2.1 Revolving-Door Officials

Using the raw text of resumes and compensation from cninfo.com, I created the Chinese

Revolving-Door Officials Database (CRDOD), which contains extensive demographic and

career information on over 200,000 government officials who were either board directors

or executive-level managers at a publicly listed firm between 2007 and 2019. I used deep

learning algorithms and manual checking to create standardized career experience data

from the raw text of firm directors’ and executives’ resumes. Appendix 6.1.2 shows the

transformation from raw text to the standardized career information database.

7cninfo.com (ju chao gong gao).
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Figure 2.2: Types of Revolving-Door Officials, 2007–2019

I begin the descriptive analysis by presenting several stylized facts about the career

pattern of these officials. The left panel of Figure 2.2 shows the proportion of revolving-

door officials in the six main branches of the Chinese political system: (1) government; (2)

party; (3) military; (4) court & procuratorate; (5) People’s Congress & CPPCC; and (6)

Youth League.8 This panel shows that firms hire officials primarily from the two execu-

tive branches: government (77%) and party organs (11%). The right panel of Figure 2.2

presents the time trend of the number of revolving-door officials who work at various levels

of government. Unlike Japan’s Amakudari, where central bureaucrats are the main players,

local officials compose the majority of officials through the revolving-door channel in China.

Of the various levels of officials, prefectural officials comprise the majority, with provincial

officials second, central officials third, county officials fourth, and township officials fifth.

After leaving public office, these officials join firms as senior executives or board direc-

tors. Here I compare these revolving-door officials and other firm directors and executives

with no government experience in terms of their demographic pattern, political, and cor-

porate status (Table A.3). The data indicate that 12% of firm executives were previously

public officials. Moreover, these revolving-door officials are more commonly male, older,

and have more years of education than other firm executives. They also have a stronger

political background than other firm executives, as shown by the proportion of Communist

8The statistics only count the distribution of revolving-door official’s last position.
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Party membership, National People’s Congress membership, and Chinese People’s Political

Consultative Conference membership among such persons.9 After joining publicly listed

firms, officials turned executives or directors serve as long as their peers and earn competi-

tive compensation in these firms. While earning less in annual salary, they obtain equivalent

stock assets as other firm executives. To summarize, the comparison shows that revolving-

door officials differ from other firm personnel in various dimensions, suggesting that the

recruitment decision regarding former officials can be very different from that of regular

directors or executives.

2.2.2 Government Subsidy Programs

This study uses the value of government subsidy programs to measure the extent of fa-

vorable treatment. Research and consultant reports show that the Chinese government

lavishes massive government subsidies on major corporations, particularly state-owned en-

terprises, helping firms reduce their debt, increase their employment, and facilitate R&D

(Szamosszegi, Anderson and Kyle, 2009; Lim, Wang and Zeng, 2018). These government

subsidies are distributed to firms in various forms, including low-interest loans, tax rebates,

and R&D grants.

Figure 2.3 shows the gross value of government subsidies received by all publicly traded

companies from 2007 through 2019. I find a steady increase in the amount of government

subsidies over time. Payment by various levels of government rises with a 33% annual

growth rate. It is important to note that an abnormal increase in government subsidies

occurred in 2008 because the Chinese government launched a large-scale economic stimulus

program (the “Four Trillion Project”) in response to the global financial crisis. In 2019,

the value of government subsidies reached a record-high 250 billion RMB (approximately

36 billion USD).

The existing literature shows that firms hire former officials to gain excessive subsidies

from local governments in China (Minggui, Yafu and Hongbo, 2010; Tao et al., 2017). In

9It should be noted that the political membership status reflects only the information that
appears in the original resume directly. Thus, there is likely an underestimation problem with the
proportion of Chinese Communist Party (CPC) members among revolving-door officials (50%).
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Figure 2.3: Time Trend of Government Subsidies Received by Chinese Publicly
Listed Firms

Note: This figure shows the total value of government subsidies received by
all publicly listed Chinese firms from 2007 through 2019.
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this paper, I depart from conventional practice in finance studies that use firm-level subsidy

value as the outcome variable. Due to the new accounting standards passed in 2006, publicly

listed Chinese firms disclose detailed information on their government subsidy programs,

including the program name, date the subsidy was received, value of the subsidy, and subsidy

provider. Taking advantage of this new data source, I explored the within-firm, cross-

jurisdiction variation in government subsidy allocation. Specifically, I collected the provider

information of each subsidy program disclosed by publicly listed Chinese firms. Figure A.1

shows an example of the subsidy information in firms’ annual reports. In total, I collected

98,737 subsidy programs provided by provincial, prefectural and county governments from

2007 through 2019 (see summary statistics in Table A.4). Of the three levels of government,

prefectural governments provide the most subsidies (N = 42,418), with an average value

over 3.1 million RMB; county governments rank second (N = 32,464), with a mean subsidy

value of 2.4 million RMB; and provincial governments provide the least, with an average

value of 2.7 million RMB.

2.2.3 Merging Subsidy Programs with Revolving-Door Offi-

cials

This section describes the method used to match government subsidies with revolving-

door officials who have an influence on subsidy allocation. An ideal scenario is to find the

particular individual who signs off on the subsidy approval. However, this task is nearly

impossible given the opacity of decision-making processes within the Chinese government.

Instead, I identify the decision-maker of a particular subsidy by applying several criteria.

First, officials have to work in the jurisdiction in which the subsidy was granted. I link

specific instances of subsidies and revolving-door officials by jurisdiction. For example, a

mayor worked in city A from 2011 to 2013 and later joined firm B. I count this mayor as a

potential subsidy provider if city A granted a subsidy to firm B during 2011–2013.

However, not all revolving-door officials who have biographical overlap with instances of

subsidy-granting are considered potential providers. I narrow the sample to those officials

who hold positions as department heads or chief executives of two executive branches (party
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and government). Under the dual leadership system in China, department heads or chief

executives in both government departments and party organs have decision-making power

over public resources allocation, particularly government subsidies. Moreover, officials in

government and party organs account for over 88% of the revolving-door officials who work

in publicly traded Chinese firms. The dominance of executive branch officials guarantees

enough observations in the final sample for regression analysis. Finally, the dataset includes

5,872 department heads or chief executives who have the power to influence firm subsidy

allocation at multiple levels of government in China, accounting for approximately 40% of

all revolving-door officials.

2.3 Preferential Treatment by Forward-looking Of-

ficials

I test H1 by estimating the extent of preferential treatment driven by revolving-door oppor-

tunities using a program-level analysis. I follow the retrospective approach developed by

Tabakovic and Wollmann (2018), which estimates the effect of obtaining future revolving-

door positions on the behavior of officials while they are still in office. Specifically, I compare

the value of government subsidies provided by those who later become revolving-door offi-

cials with that of their peer public officials. The model is specified as follows:

SubsidyV alueijkt = β0 + β1FutureRevolvingDoorijkt + φZjt + δk + γj + τt + εijt.

where SubsidyV alueijkt is the logged value of subsidy program i provided by jurisdiction

k to firm j in year t. FutureRevolvingDoorikt indicates the revolving-door opportunity,

which is coded as 1 if at least one official from subsidy provider jurisdiction k joins the

firm in the next three years. Zjt denotes a set of firm-level covariates. One important

covariate is the existing revolving-door official, which is coded as 1 if firm j hires at least

one revolving-door official from jurisdiction k in year t. It is important to include this

confounder because existing officials turned executives can provide favorable subsidies to
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the firm. In addition to the political capital measure, I also develop a proxy for officials’

local favoritism consideration in subsidy allocation. It is likely that officials who plan to

join the private sector prefer allocating subsidies to local firms to attract investment and

advance local economic growth. More importantly, officials are more likely to choose firms

within their jurisdiction than others outside their jurisdiction as prospective employers. To

account for the inclination of local favoritism, the proxy SameP lace is a binary measure

that denotes whether the firm j is located in the jurisdiction of subsidy provider k in a

specific year. Moreover, officials may also allocate subsidies based on a firm’s performance.

To address this concern, I include firm-level financial indicators: firm size (logged firm

assets) and logged firm liability. δk, γj , and τt denote jurisdiction, firm, and year fixed

effects, respectively. εijt is the error term.

Table 2.1 shows the estimated difference in the subsidy value between officials who later

become firm directors or executives and their peers who do not. Excluding the jurisdic-

tional and firm time-invariant unobservables and year-specific shocks, Column 1 shows that

revolving-door officials provide 16.7% more government subsidies to their future employers

in the last three years of holding public office. In Model 2, I add the set of firm controls into

the model. The coefficient on Same Place is positive and significant, suggesting that subsidy

allocation does involve local favoritism. Similarly, the model also yields a positive estimate

of Existing RD Officials, indicating that revolving-door officials provide excessive subsidies

after joining the firm. While maintaining significant estimates of these confounders, the

key variable of interest, FutureRevolvingDoor remains positive and significant at the 1%

level. The result shows that officials who enter the private sector after leaving office provide

approximately 15% more subsidies to their future employers in the last three years of pub-

lic office than do other officials, suggesting a sizable favorable treatment led by the future

career concerns of public officials.
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Table 2.1: Effect of Future Revolving-Door Opportunities on Subsidy Allocation

Subsidy Value(logged)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Future Revolving-Door 0.167 0.150
(0.057) (0.056)

1 year Before Revolving-Door 0.211 0.228
(0.080) (0.082)

2 year Before Revolving-Door 0.086 0.132
(0.067) (0.073)

3 year Before Revolving-Door 0.095 0.111
(0.070) (0.074)

Same Place 0.141 0.143 0.145 0.145 0.140
(0.038) (0.038) (0.038) (0.038) (0.038)

Existing Revolving-Door Officials 0.128 0.131 0.126 0.125 0.130
(0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.041)

Asset 0.177 0.179 0.178 0.179 0.177
(0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059)

Liability 0.013 0.012 0.013 0.012 0.012
(0.042) (0.042) (0.042) (0.042) (0.042)

Jurisdiction & Firm & Year FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
N 98,737 98,737 98,737 98,737 98,737 98,737
Adjusted R2 0.293 0.294 0.294 0.294 0.294 0.294

Notes: FE refers to fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the jurisdiction level in all
specifications.
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Beyond documenting the sizable favorable treatment driven by post-government career

concerns, I am also interested in how the career incentive effect changes over time when

officials are approaching retirement. To empirically document this pattern, I adopt a flex-

ible estimation strategy by estimating the size of favorable treatment provided by future

revolving-door officials when they are 1, 2, and 3 years away from moving to the private

sector. Columns 3 to 6 present results that provide compelling evidence on the future ca-

reer concern theory: favorable subsidies increase when officials are closer to retirement. The

joint estimation (Column 6) shows that future revolving-door officials provide 22.8%, 13.2%

and 11.1% more subsidies to their future employers 1, 2, 3 years before joining the firm,

respectively. In the period studied in this paper, the average value of a corporate subsidy

program is 2.85 million RMB, and each revolving-door official provides 2.4 favorable subsidy

programs. Given these facts, a back-of-the-envelope estimation shows a sizable favorable

treatment that might be at the expense of public welfare: in their last year in public office,

revolving-door officials on average send 1.6 million RMB as particularistic benefits to their

future employer to obtain a lucrative private-sector position. In addition to documenting

the sizable favorable treatment, firm-level analysis further demonstrates the distortion of

subsidy allocation. The estimation shows that obtaining subsidies through a hidden quid

pro quo is costly to firms. Firms that recruit officials who provided subsidies underperform

other firms by 0.7 to 1.9% on various financial indicators when holding constant the amount

of subsidies received and the total number of former officials recruited by firms (Appendix

6.1.3).

How do the favorable subsidies provided by forward-looking officials vary across different

groups of officials and firms? The future career concern theory suggests two important

corollaries. First, the private-sector employment serve as an alternative means of personal

enrichment for officials who cannot obtain satisfactory rents within the government system.

Government officials with higher-level administrative rank enjoy more perks and benefits

so that they have less incentive to pursue a private-sector career. To test this implication,

I use the level of administrative units as a proxy and divide all subsidy programs by their

provider’s administrative level, namely, provincial, prefectural, and county level. I find

that the estimated size of excessive subsidies provided by forward-looking officials is larger
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for officials who used to work in lower-level government (Figure 2.4, left panel). Another

corollary followed by the future career concern theory is that officials may choose specific

types of firms to maximize personal enrichment in their post-government career. Given

the fixed amount of fiscal resources, officials are more likely to provide subsidies to more

profitable industries for higher pay after leaving office. To test this conjecture, I examine

the effect heterogeneity of future career concerns by estimating the baseline model (Column

2 in Table 2.1) in different sectors. It shows that revolving-door officials provide excessive

subsidies to firms in 10 of 15 sectors, which accounts for 86% of all publicly listed Chinese

firms (Figure 2.4, right panel).10 Consistent with the theoretical prediction, the favorable

subsidies are sent to firms in industries where rent-seeking opportunities are abundant,

including real estate, conglomerates, and science&technology.

Figure 2.4: Effect Heterogeneity in Different Sub-samples

Note: The estimation uses the specification in Column 2 in Table 2.1. The dots denote
the point estimates, and the lines denote the 90% and 95% confidence intervals. The
left panel shows the estimates of future revolving-door opportunity on subsidy value in
the subsamples of county-, prefectural- and provincial-level officials. The right panel
shows the estimates of future revolving-door opportunity on subsidy value across 16
sectors. The number in the parentheses on the y axis indicates the number of firms
in each sector.

Aside from effect heterogeneity analysis, I verify the robustness of the main results by

conducting several sets of analyses. First, potential outliers may impact the estimation.

10I split the population of firms into 15 sectors based on the National Classification of Sectors
(GB/T 4754). GB/T 4754 classifies corporations into 19 sectors; I drop those sectors that do not
have enough observations for regression analysis.
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I address this concern by excluding officials from ethnic minority autonomous districts,

which receive billions of RMB in the form of extra transfers and other aid from the central

government. Table A.5 presents the results that are consistent with the baseline specifica-

tion. In addition to those in autonomous districts, government officials in the four directly

administered municipalities (Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, and Chongqing) have an adminis-

trative rank superior to that of their peers who work in the same position. Officials with

higher administrative rank may have more resources to provide sizable subsidies to firms.

I exclude subsidy programs provided by the municipal, district, and county governments

in these four municipalities and re-estimate the baseline model. Table A.6 presents the

results: the estimate of Future Revolving Door is consistently positive and significant. An-

other concern relates to firm types. It is likely that the exchange of favors is merely the

collusion between state-owned enterprises and government, in which local officials transfer

from public office to a private firm through an internal channel. I address this concern by

conducting a subsample analysis of state-owned enterprises (“SOEs”) and non-SOEs. The

findings show that the favorable treatment toward the subsidy provider exists primarily in

non-SOEs, reinforcing the validity of my core theoretical claim (Table A.7). Finally, officials

might have less discretion on certain types of subsidies that are determined by established

policies. A prominent example is tax rebates, which are usually distributed by a threshold

of firm size or performance or based on policy initiatives. I address this concern by using

two approaches. First, I exclude tax rebates and re-estimate the baseline specification.

Table A.8 shows the results, which are similar with the baseline findings. Moreover, I use

an alternative measure of favorable treatment, the procurement contract value. While the

procurement data are available after 2013 and less complete than the subsidy data, a similar

pattern of preferential treatment provided by forward-looking revolving-door officials still

appears (Table A.9).

Despite conducting several robustness checks, I acknowledge that the estimation may

suffer from the reversed time order, in which revolving-door recruitment occurs after officials

allocate subsidies. To further strengthen the validity of my theoretical claim, the next

section presents a more direct test to verify that favorable subsidies buy officials lucrative

firm positions.
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2.4 Recruitment Bias toward Subsidy Providers

I examine the recruitment bias toward subsidy providers (H2) by using individual-year panel

data.11 I use a linear probability model that allows various fixed effects to be adopted. The

model estimates the correlation of the decision to recruit revolving-door officials and the

previous receipt of government subsidies. The model is specified as follows:

Recruitmenti(j)k,t = β0 + β1

t−1∑
t−3

Subsidyijkt + β2γi + δk + γj + τt + εikt.

where Recruitmenti(j)k,t is a binary variable that is coded as 1 if firm j has a newly hired

ex-official i from administrative unit k in year t and 0 otherwise.
∑t−1

t−3 Subsidyijkt indi-

cates whether the ex-official i who previously worked in jurisdiction k provided government

subsidies to firm j during the period from year t − 3 to t − 1. This variable measures the

favorable government subsidy provided by revolving-door officials in their last three years

before joining the firm. β1 is the parameter of interest, which estimates the effect of a

government subsidy on the firm’s decision to recruit the subsidy provider. γi is a set of

individual covariates, including gender, years of education, corporate position, age, mem-

bership in the Communist Party and state legislatures (NPC & CPPCC). δk, γj , and τt

stand for jurisdiction, firm, and year fixed effects, respectively.

Table 2.2 shows the effect of subsidies on the decision to hire ex-officials. I begin

the analysis by controlling for firm and year fixed effects in Column 1. The within-firm

estimation shows that the recruitment of revolving-door officials is positively correlated

with the possibility of the official providing government subsidies while still in office. In

Column 2, I add in the jurisdiction fixed effects that may affect the allocation of government

subsidies and the firm’s recruitment decision. The estimate of the Subsidy decreases slightly

but is still significant at the 1% level. In Column 3, the model includes individual covariates

and yields a positive estimate of Subsidy that is statistically significant at the 1% level.

In Columns 4 and 5, I replace the individual controls with individual fixed effects. The

individual fixed effects absorb all unobserved official-specific heterogeneity that is likely to

11Note that revolving-door officials may serve in multiple firms; I count them as multiple obser-
vations in this analysis, so the number of observations is 7276 individuals * 13 years = 94, 588.
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Table 2.2: Effect of Government Subsidies on Revolving-Door Recruit-
ment

Recruitment

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Subsidy 0.047 0.044 0.045 0.036 0.041
(0.010) (0.010) (0.008) (0.010) (0.010)

Individual Controls N N Y N N
Jurisdiction FE N Y Y N N
Firm FE Y Y Y N Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Individual FE N N N Y Y
N 94,588 94,588 89,622 94,588 94,588
Adjusted R2 0.102 0.132 0.141 0.237 0.258

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the jurisdiction level are reported
in parentheses. Individual-level controls are female, years of education,
corporate position, age, CPC, NPC, and CPPCC membership.

be correlated with allocative decisions regarding government subsidies. For example, high-

ability officials can collect more revenue and then allocate it to firms through subsidies, and

firms prefer to hire these high-ability officials. Excluding such unobserved heterogeneity, the

models in Columns 4 and 5 yield consistent results with those in previous columns: the full

model in Column 5 shows that firms are 4% more likely to hire an ex-official if the official

provided government subsidies to the firm in their last three years of public office. While

the linear probability model has the advantage of taking into account various fixed effects,

its predicted probabilities might be beyond the unit interval. To address this concern, I use

a probit model to estimate the effect of subsidy on recruitment decision. Table A.10 shows

the results. The probit model result suggests that firms are 16–18% more likely to recruit

an official who provided subsidies.

I also conduct four additional sets of robustness tests that validate the main result,

including (1) continuous measure of subsidies (Table A.11), (2) subsample analysis that

excludes ethnic minority and directly administered municipalities (Table A.12 and Table

A.13); (3) firm type analysis (Table A.14); and (4) a DiD analysis that uses 2013 regulatory

reform as a natural experiment (Table A.15). Overall, the results show that officials who
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offer favorable subsidies while in office are more likely to join the firm that receives the

benefits after leaving office, suggesting the existence of post-government career incentives.

2.5 Private Returns on Favorable Subsidies

I test H3 by focusing on how firms compensate revolving-door officials based on the possible

provision of government subsidies. I estimate the returns to subsidy provision by comparing

the firm compensation of officials who provided a subsidy while in public office and all other

revolving-door officials who did not using the following specification:

Compensationijt = β1PreRecruitingSubsidyijk + β1CurrentSubsidyijk(t)

+δXi + θZjt + γj + τt + εijt.

where Compensationikt is the logged compensation that revolving-door official i receives

from firm j. I focus on two forms of compensation earned by revolving-door officials: salary

and stock assets. The annual report of publicly listed firms discloses the salary and stock

shares obtained by firm executives and directors. I compute the stock assets by multiplying

the number of stocks by the annual average market value. PreRecruitingSubsidyijk indi-

cates whether official i who previously worked in jurisdiction k provided subsidies to firm j

in the last three years before joining the firm. β1 is the parameter of interest, which shows

the difference in compensation between revolving-door officials who provided subsidies and

those who did not. Given that revolving-door officials earn more than other retired offi-

cials, β1 provides a lower-bound estimate of the private returns to public office through the

revolving-door channel. As firms may compensate former politicians for their expertise or

the connections they provide after joining the firms, I control for the favorable treatment

they currently provide to firms. Specifically, CurrentSubsidyijk(t) denotes whether a firm

receives a subsidy from the place where the official i previously worked in year t. I also

control for a set of individual-level covariates, Xi, including female, years of education, age,

and firm position, and firm-level indicators, Zjt, including firm size and liability. γj and τt

are firm and entry year fixed effects, respectively.
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Figure 2.5: Compensation Analysis

Notes : Standard errors are clustered at the firm level. The dots denote the point
estimates, and the lines denote the 90% and 95% confidence intervals. Individual
controls are female, years of education, age, and firm position, and firm-level indica-
tors includes firm size and liability.

Figure 2.5 shows the results of the within-firm estimation (Table A.16 shows the corre-

sponding regression table). In the left panel, I present estimates of PreRecruitmentSubsidy

on logged salaries. Using various specifications, the results show that firms reward revolving-

door officials who provided subsidies using cash compensation. The full model (M3) suggests

that when revolving-door officials provide government subsidies while in the office, their firm

salary increases by 69%. Unlike the salary premium for favorable subsidies, the right panel

presents a null finding on the stock compensation. The estimates is marginally significant

at the 10% level without controlling for covariates. However, after adding all covariates,

the full model yields a insignificant estimate of PreRecruitmentSubsidy.

Overall, the compensation analysis shows that firms primarily use cash to remunerate

former officials who offer preferential treatment. Paying cash is a better option than using

stock options for both firms and officials. Salary compensation is easy for officials to cash

out and obtain repayment for the service they performed for the firm. It is also a less

risky choice than stock options, as the Chinese stock market is extremely volatile in the

period studied in this paper. For firms, salary compensation is used to compensate officials

who provide benefits in office, while stock options form a long-term interest alignment,

which may be used to pay revolving-door officials who can further offer benefits using their
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expertise and connections after joining firms.

2.6 Discussion of Mechanisms

While the main analysis shows the exchange of favors between officials and firms, the mech-

anism through which this quid pro quo is enforced remains unclear. In contrast to the

common revolving-door practice in which politicians switch between the public and private

sectors multiple times throughout their career, post-government employment is a one-way

exit, and it is difficult for Chinese officials to return to public office. This institutional set-

ting leads to a commitment problem for firms to pay back government officials because of

reneging. I discuss several explanations to account for the commitment problem of the ex-

change of favors. While a thorough mechanism analysis is beyond the scope of this paper,

I offer suggestive evidence that disentangles several mechanisms: Fear of Expropriation,

Cultural Norm of Reciprocity and Reputation Cost. Although all three mechanisms are

possible, I find that reputation cost is the most salient channel.

One possible explanation is that firms continue to reward officials as they promised

because they fear potential recrimination from revolving-door officials. This is likely because

firms have a weaker legal position vis-à-vis the state in countries without strong property

rights protections. Scholars recognize that incumbent political leaders have the power to

punish firms, but most retired officials lack the same ability as incumbents. Retirement

makes a substantial difference, as shown by both a perceived and actual severance from

the regular work in their former office (Manion, 1993). Moreover, publicly listed Chinese

firms are larger than other firms analyzed in the existing research that highlights the weak

status of smaller firms. For example, the average firm assets in the Kung and Ma (2018)

sample is 23 million RMB, while that of publicly listed firms analyzed in this paper is 21

billion RMB. These large firms are less vulnerable than small firms when facing government

predation. According to a survey conducted by the China Association for Public Listed

Companies in 2013, only 2.5% and 16% of the CEOs report that government interference

is the main obstacle for innovation and development, respectively.12 One reason is that

12Chen and Yang (2019) share the survey data. Figure A.2 shows the distribution of responses.
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large corporations can establish connections with central leadership or even the princelings

among Communist leaders (Wang, 2017). With protection from top leaders, publicly listed

firms have fewer concerns about the interference of local officials.

A second explanation pertains to the guanxi culture, namely, the informal interpersonal

relationship embedded in Chinese society (Luo, 2007). An important feature of Guanxi is

reciprocity: friends, family members, classmates, and business partners exchange benefits

within the social group (Zhang and Zhang, 2006). As Wank (1996) notes, guanxi facilities

the exchange of benefits between private firm owners and local bureaucrats in resource

allocation. In the specific context of the political-business revolving door, the empirical

implication for this cultural norm mechanism is that firms are more likely to repay revolving-

door officials for their favorable treatment in places where the cultural norm of reciprocity

is stronger.

To construct a proxy for this cultural norm, I focus on the clan or lineage groups in

which reciprocal culture prevails and persists throughout China’s history. Despite lacking

contemporary data on local lineage groups, I measure clan density using the logged number

of genealogies compiled in prefectures in Ming-Qing China, as Bol (2008) suggests that

genealogy is essential to the existence of a lineage. I obtain the genealogy data from Chen,

Kung and Ma (2020). I analyze the empirical implication for this cultural mechanism using

an interaction analysis. As the clan density data are available at the prefectural level, I

use the subsample of prefectural and county officials to conduct the analysis. I estimate

how the subsidy’s effect on a firm’s decision to recruit revolving-door officials varies across

prefectures with different levels of clan density. Figure A.3 shows the marginal effect using

the binning estimation strategy developed by Hainmueller, Mummolo and Xu (2019). The

findings provide limited evidence for the cultural explanation. The binning estimation

shows that the estimated marginal effect in the high, middle, and low clan density group

are not significantly different from each other. One reason for this pattern is that the

culture of reciprocity facilities various forms of exchanges of favors, such as bribery, which

is a substitute for the institutionalized revolving-door channel.

In addition to the cultural mechanism, collective sanctions prevent firms from shirking.

Questionnaires are in Appendix 6.1.4.
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Firms suffer a reputation cost if they renege on the informal contract.13 This quid pro

quo is enforced in a series of repeated interactions between government and firms. The

breach of informal contract with officials who intend to join the private sector discourages

incumbent officials from providing profitable favorable treatment to firms. In the case of

subsidy allocation, empirical support for the reputation cost is that firms that renege on

hiring officials obtain fewer subsidies than other firms that hire officials as they initially

committed to.

To empirically test this conjecture, I estimate marginal difference in subsidy values

obtained by firms that enforce the informal contract and others that do not using a firm-

year panel data, controlling for the number of officials hired and value of subsidy received by

a firm. Table A.19 shows the results (Detailed discussion in Appendix 6.1.5). I find a sizable

difference in the subsidy value obtained by firms that “repay” revolving-door officials and

those do not: the latter has received 55 – 62% less subsidies than the former as they renege

on their initial commitment. To summarize, the firm-year analysis highlights the salience of

the reputation mechanism: a breach of informal contracts incurs a cost that shrinks future

subsidy value.

2.7 Conclusion

This paper documents the effect of post-government career concerns on the allocation of

public resources in an authoritarian country. The results show that revolving-door officials

provide particular benefits to their future employers in exchange for lucrative positions

after retiring from public office. The findings also demonstrate a sizable distortion in the

allocation of public resources and considerable private returns on providing such favorable

treatment.

Broadly, this research addresses normative concerns regarding a common corporate po-

litical strategy: hiring retired officials. A recent analysis of the corruption in China shows

that elite exchanges of power and profit have been the most prevalent form of corruption

13Research shows that firm reputation has a sizable impact on contractual outcomes in developing
countries(Banerjee and Duflo, 2000).
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in recent decades (Ang, 2020). Consistent with this argument, the results of this paper de-

pict the corrupt nature of the political-business revolving-door channel in China. Broadly,

these findings underpin an emerging intellectual thought that views the political-business

revolving-door channel as a form of “institutional corruption”, which is prevailing in ad-

vanced democracies.

This paper moves beyond the conventional research practice that estimates the effect of

hiring revolving-door officials on various economic outcomes. My study focuses on the rise

of revolving-door officials by analyzing how post-government career concerns affect public

resource allocation while officials are still in office. Although the future career concern

theory has been widely studied in the regulatory capture literature (Stigler, 1971; Laffont

and Tirole, 1991; Dal Bó, 2006), this paper tests the argument in an authoritarian context

where government officials have considerable discretion with public resource allocation. In

the absence of checks and balances, the political-business revolving door provides malign

incentives that produce policy outcomes that strongly favor special interests at the expense

of public welfare.
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Chapter 3

Why Do Firms Hire Public

Officials?

In 2013, Ba Shusong, a former senior official of the State Council of China, earned 1 million

RMB (140 thousand USD) as the independent director of China Minsheng Bank (SHA:

002030). The high earnings of Mr Ba are not an isolated case. In the same year, over 4,000

former government officials served as board members and senior managers in 2024 out of

2515 publicly listed Chinese firms.

In addition to being prevalent in China, the revolving door between politics and busi-

ness, the phenomenon whereby public officials take lucrative positions in the private sector

after leaving public office, has become widespread worldwide (Eggers and Hainmueller,

2009; Fisman, Schulz and Vig, 2014). The literature offers two theoretical arguments to

understand the role of revolving-door officials. One stream of literature argues that cor-

porations seek regulatory “know-how” from revolving-door officials. Specifically, firms hire

politicians for their expertise in a specific policy area and political knowledge of adminis-

trative procedures (Henisz and Zelner, 2003; Carpenter, Esterling and Lazer, 2004; Parker,

2008). By contrast, other scholars hold that the demand for “know-who” is the primary

reason that firms hire politicians. They argue that hiring revolving-door politicians provide

firms with access to powerful political elites, offering firms various forms of preferential

benefits (Hillman, 2005; Blanes i Vidal, Draca and Fons-Rosen, 2012; Bertrand, Bombar-
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dini and Trebbi, 2014; LaPira and Thomas, 2017). While the existing literature offers us

a systematic understanding of the revolving-door phenomenon, these studies concentrate

almost exclusively on advanced democracies. Very few research studies the revolving-door

phenomenon in non-democratic regimes, where meaningful representation and organized

interest groups are absent.

In this paper, I focus on the corporate decision to recruit revolving-door officials in

China, an authoritarian country with a single-party system but a growing private sector. I

analyze the know-how and know-who mechanisms to account for the value of revolving-door

officials in China. I theorize that firms diversify their portfolio of multiple revolving-door

officials to obtain both political influence and expertise. By doing so, firms not only evade

the bureaucratic red tape from various government agencies but also achieve sustainable

political influence.

In making my theoretical claim, I analyze the compensation of former officials who

served in publicly traded Chinese firms at some point from 2008 through 2016 using a

unique dataset of revolving-door officials. To test the know-who mechanism, I use a proxy

for political influence by focusing on the highest position rank obtained by former officials

when they held public office. In China, the political power, salary, and perks of govern-

ment officials are directly associated with their administrative rank, and even a one-level

difference in rank serves as a form of high-powered incentives that creates unprecedented

economic outcomes (Kou and Tsai, 2014; Kung and Chen, 2011). To analyze the know-how

mechanism, I develop a sector-specific measure of issues with which firms are concerned

using regulatory punishment records. I define a revolving-door official as someone who has

firm-specific expertise if this ex-official has previous working experience in the agency that

issued violations to any firms in the same sector.

Using these measures of political power and expertise, I examine how firms offer salary

and stock compensation to various types of revolving-door officials. The findings show that

firms use multiple types of financial incentives to recruit revolving-door officials. Supporting

the view of political influence, higher-ranked officials receive more stock compensation than

do their lower-ranked peers. Supporting the view of expertise, revolving-door officials with

issue-specific knowledge earn higher salaries than their peers who lack such knowledge. In
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addition to the main results, I show that firms have a more enduring demand for political

influence than expertise. Firms fired or reduced the salaries of ex-officials with expertise

while continuing to pay highly ranked officials after the anticorruption campaign began to

purge thousands of government officials.

This study contributes most directly to the literature on the revolving door between

politics and business, which is almost exclusively based on the evidence from advanced

democracies (Simon, 2018; Chari, Murphy and Hogan, 2007). To the best of my knowledge,

this paper is the first to systematically document the individual financial returns to public

office through the revolving-door channel in an autocratic country. Following a series of

recent studies (Bertrand, Bombardini and Trebbi, 2014; Chen et al., 2018; Boucher and

Cooper, 2019), this paper jointly analyzes the expertise and political influence mechanisms.

Unlike the extant literature that seeks to identify the dominant mechanism though the

revolving-door channel, I show that firms demand both political influence and expertise

in a weak institutional environment. My central theoretical claim is that the firms need

powerful political influence to secure long-term stability and issue-specific knowledge to

reduce day-to-day bureaucratic red tape.

Empirically, this paper advances the measurement of returns to revolving-door connec-

tions. To measure the size of returns, scholars usually use firm-level financial indicators, the

revenue of lobbyist firms or abnormal returns in the financial market as the proxy for the

benefits earned through the revolving door (Blanes i Vidal, Draca and Fons-Rosen, 2012;

Luechinger and Moser, 2014; McCrain, 2018). However, using firm-level measures fails to

capture the within-firm allocation of benefits among revolving-door officials. In this paper,

I provide a precise estimate of the individual returns to different career backgrounds using

detailed data on salary and stock compensation.

This paper also enriches the understanding of state-business relations in non-democracies.

To date, scholars have provided various theoretical arguments and compelling evidence on

two channels through which business enters the political marketplace: bribery and political

campaigns (Malesky, Gueorguiev and Jensen, 2015; Yue, 2019; Szakonyi, 2018; Truex, 2014).

In this paper, I argue that hiring public officials is an important means of rent-seeking in

China, where the market economy has grown rapidly over the past four decades. The rise of
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the revolving door between politics and business is consistent with the theoretical prediction

that with economic growth, hiring revolving-door officials has replaced bribing officials as

the primary way to seek rents (Harstad and Svensson, 2011).

3.1 The Role of Revolving-Door Officials: Power

or Expertise

The revolving door between politics and business has become a common phenomenon in

various countries (Simon, 2018). A prominent example is the US lobbyist industry, where

legislators, senior bureaucrats and staffers move in and out of the private and public sectors.

According to Bertrand, Bombardini and Trebbi (2014), over 37,000 lobbyists were active

from 1999 to 2008. To understand the role of revolving-door lobbyists, scholars offer two

theoretical explanations: expertise and connections.1 One stream of literature focuses on

the informational role of revolving-door lobbyists in the United States. Scholars argue that

lobbyists aggregate the preferences of interest groups, convey critical information to legis-

lators, and consequently advance policy-making (Austen-Smith and Wright, 1992; Cotton

and Dellis, 2016; Hall and Deardorff, 2006). Consistent with the informational perspective,

researchers argue that issue-specific expertise is the primary asset of lobbyists. Numerous

lobbyists tend to specialize in particular policy issues, and firms prefer to hire former leg-

islators with subject-specific knowledge, suggesting the value of expertise in the lobbying

process (De Figueiredo and Richter, 2014). However, empirically estimating the effect of

expertise is difficult and rare in the established literature. One exception is the study by

Bertrand, Bombardini and Trebbi (2014), which offers indirect support for the expertise

mechanism, showing that politicians of the opposite political affiliation accept suggestions

of lobbyists with issue-specific knowledge.

In contrast to the expertise argument, other scholars contend that the key value of

revolving-door lobbyists is their connections to incumbent politicians. Matching the work

experience of revolving-door lobbyists with incumbent senators, Blanes i Vidal, Draca and

1See the review by Bombardini and Trebbi (2019).
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Fons-Rosen (2012) show that lobbyists experience a sizable decline in revenue when the

senators with whom they were initially connected with leave office. Similarly, Bertrand,

Bombardini and Trebbi (2014) find that lobbyists follow their connected legislators even

when the legislators switch to new committees. Moreover, McCrain (2018) finds that the

staff-staff connections serve as a form of human capital assets that advance the private

returns of lobbyists who were formerly legislative staffers. Through these revolving-door

channels, interest groups can target powerful legislators who chair committees or have

agenda-setting power in bill sponsorship (Hojnacki and Kimball, 2001; Drope and Hansen,

2004).

3.2 A Theory of Portfolio Diversification

The established literature on revolving-door lobbyists tends to identify whether connections

or expertise plays the more important role in recruitment decisions for revolving-door of-

ficials. However, the core theoretical claim of this paper is that in authoritarian regimes,

firms prefer to recruit a portfolio of multiple ex-officials for either political influence or

expertise. Portfolio diversification is a dominant strategy for firms in China for two rea-

sons. First, portfolio diversification helps firms reduce the political risk embedded in their

connections. In China, political competition is not always peaceful. Within the group of

ruling Communist leaders, political purges are common under efforts such as anticorruption

campaigns or line struggles. In such an uncertain environment, investing in a few power-

ful elites is risky for firms because these ex-politicians can be involved in power struggles.

Instead, firms can diversify their political investment by hiring multiple revolving-door offi-

cials with different skill sets. Even when one of the revolving-door officials is purged, other

ex-politicians can also advance the firm’s business interests to offset the negative impact

of losing this ex-official. Moreover, hiring multiple ex-officials mitigates predation by and

interference from various government agencies. Doing business in China requires numerous

permits and licenses from different government branches, ranging from registering prop-

erty to environmental evaluation (Word Bank, 2008). Every government agency can cause

tremendous difficulties for firms through excessive regulation and bureaucratic red tape.
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Research shows that building multiple political connections provides firms with protection

against expropriation and facilitates firm performance (Kung and Ma, 2018).

With multiple revolving-door officials, firms allocate benefits to incentivize officials pro-

viding either political influence or expertise. First, firms tend to align their long-term

interest with high-ranked officials. In China’s nomenklatura system, the administrative

rank of public officials determines their political influence (Kou and Tsai, 2014).2 Studies

show that higher-ranked officials provide firms with large-scale preferential benefits, such as

land, financial permissions, and favorable procurement contracts (Ang, 2020). Ties with top

political elites not only bring enormous benefits to firms but also serve as a hedge against

political uncertainty (Wang, 2017). Moreover, the supply of high-ranked officials through

the revolving-door channel is scarce. In the years studied in this paper, each business sector

on average contains over 120 firms. The competition for recruiting top politicians is fierce,

meaning that some relatively small firms in a sector can never win. To secure sustainable

relations with top political elites, firms tend to offer long-term financial incentives to align

their interests with these higher-ranked officials. A common practice used by Chinese listed

firms is to offer revolving-door officials stock (Chen and Kung, 2018). By holding shares in

firms, higher-ranked officials are inclined to provide sustainable protection to firms because

as shareholders, they can directly benefit from firm performance. More importantly, the

number of shares offered to politicians is associated with the administrative rank. This is

because higher-ranked officials can seek more rents in the government system, and thus,

the outside option offered by firms should be higher than what politicians can earn in office

and increase with the official’s rank. This leads to the know-who hypothesis.

H1 (Know-who mechanism): Revolving-door officials with higher ranks obtain more stock

compensation than do than their lower-ranked peers.

In addition to seeking political influence, firms hire former officials for their regulatory

expertise. The regulatory capture literature provides a theoretical foundation to account for

the incentives for revolving-door employment (Laffont and Tirole, 1991; Dal Bó, 2006). In

addition to circumvent regulatory rules, firms may also suffer from bureaucratic red tape in

2The Communist Party of China manages cadres using a Soviet-style nomenklatura system,
where the party committee decides on the appointment, transfer, and demotion of lower-level public
officials.
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authoritarian regimes (Hou, 2019). To grease wheels, firms hire officials with the expertise

to deal with certain issues. Compared to the demand for political influence, the demand

for expertise changes rapidly over time, depending on the problems a firm encounters. On

the supply side, unlike the scarcity of highly ranked officials, the supply of officials with

subject-specific knowledge is sufficient because departments with the same function are

established at each level of government, ranging from central to township. Despite having

a sufficient supply of expertise, firms still need to pay revolving-door officials competitive

salaries. Therefore, I formulate the following know-how (expertise) hypothesis:

H2 (Know-how hypothesis): Revolving-door officials with expertise earn more cash com-

pensation than do their peers lacking expertise.

Before turning to the empirical analysis, the next section describes the rise of revolving-

door channels by demonstrating 1) the prevalence of former officials in the Chinese financial

market and 2) the considerable compensation and wealth they have obtained from these

firms.

3.3 The Emergence of Revolving-Door Officials

While the extant literature primarily focuses on the revolving-door channel in advanced

democracies, it also reveals that a growing number of retired Chinese officials have joined

the private sector after leaving public office in the past three decades (Wang, 2017; Chen

et al., 2018). The revolving-door phenomenon emerged alongside China’s rapid economic

development in the 1990s. In 1992, when Deng Xiaoping advocated the market reform in his

tour of Southern China, over 100 thousand government officials resigned and moved to the

private sector, establishing firms in sectors that were opened to individuals (Xiaobo, 2007).

With the increasing prosperity of the market economy, firms started recruiting government

officials as senior managers or directors in the early 2000s. A prominent example was Jiang

Chongzhou, the youngest bureau-level official in Guangzhou, a capital city in Southern

China, who joined the Poly Group (SHA: 600048), the fifth-largest real estate developer in

China. In the last decade, such revolving-door recruitment was ubiquitous for firms in the

Chinese financial market. Figure 3.1 shows the number of firms with and without revolving-
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Figure 3.1: Time Trend of Firms with and without Revolving-Door Officials

door officials from 2008 to 2016. In this period, firms with revolving-door officials represent

the majority. In 2012, 1920 out of 2470 (77%) publicly listed firms hired at least one former

government officials.

Surprisingly, only a few laws have been enacted to regulate this large political mar-

ketplace in the private sector. The Civil Servant Law stipulates a three-year cooling-off

period after leaving office during which public officials are not allowed to work for private

firms related to their former public service (Article 102). However, politicians can easily

circumvent the cooling-off period through several channels. For example, some government

officials first transfer to a research university or industrial organization (“xie hui”). As they

are no longer government officials, they can easily join firms as revolving-door officials.3 In

3http://cpc.people.com.cn/n/2014/0714/c64387-25278653.html
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the context of China, former officials hold positions as directors and senior executives in

one or more publicly listed firms. Figure A.8 shows the distribution of the number of firms

that hired revolving-door officials from 2008 through 2016. Over 90% of the former officials

worked for a single firm, while the most active among them work for as many as five publicly

traded firms. Revolving-door officials are paid sizable compensation that is much higher

than their salary earned as public officials. As official media have reported, the base salary

of Chinese officials is extremely low. For example, the chairman of the country, Xi Jinping,

earned a salary of 11, 385 RMB (22 thousand USD) a year.4 Research shows that excellent

performers at each level of government earn approximately 5 times more than their base

pay (Whiting, 2004). Although it is difficult to measure the exact income earned by public

officials because they obtain allowances, perks, and even bribes in public office, the formal

and legal pay in the private sector is much higher than public officials’ compensation. In

2016, the average salary of senior executives was 1.02 million RMB (160 thousand USD).

Like other directors and senior executives, revolving-door officials are compensated by

publicly trade firms in two major forms. To compensate for their service, revolving-door

officials earn an annual salary. Moreover, firms offer stock options to revolving-door officials

to further align their interests. Figure 3.2 depicts the level of salary and stock compensation

obtained by revolving-door officials. The left two panels show the total amount of salary

and stock, while the right two panels show the mean of salary and stock. The size of

compensation received by revolving-door officials is compelling. For example, in 2013,

publicly listed firms offered former officials over 900 million RMB (128 million USD) in

salary and stock with a market value of 30 billion RMB (4.2Billion USD). On average, a

revolving-door official earns 200 thousand RMB in salary and obtains shares worth 4 million

RMB.

However, the growth of revolving-door officials slowed when Xi Jinping entered office

as the leader of China. In 2013, Xi launched an anticorruption campaign to combat col-

lusion between government officials and businesspeople. According to Wang (2020), over

18 thousand government officials who worked at various levels of government have been

investigated by the Party’s Disciplinary Committee. Research shows that the campaign

4http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2015-01/20/content19353528.htm
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Figure 3.2: The Salary and Stock Assets of Revolving-Door Officials

increased political risk and reduced preferential treatment and firm-level returns to politi-

cally connected firms(Chen and Kung, 2018; Li, 2019). The anticorruption campaign also

specifically targeted the revolving door between politics and business. In 2013, the Central

Organization Department passed a new regulation that further strengthened the three-year

cooling-off period rule, requiring all revolving officials who violated the rule to resign. Con-

sequently, some ex-officials left the private sector, as shown by the decrease in the number

of revolving-door officials in the year after the start of the campaign (Figure 3.1).

However, the campaign and the new regulation did not completely eliminate the entire

group of revolving-door officials. From 2013 to 2016, firms terminated the employment

of approximately 30% of these ex-officials. The remaining officials continued to be paid

regularly through salary and stock compensation. More strikingly, except for the year 2015
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when China experienced a major stock market decline, the compensation of ex-officials

increased following a similar trend as that in the pre-campaign period. In 2016, their salary

and compensation reached all-time highs.

3.4 Data and Variables

To test the “know-how” and “know-who” mechanisms, I gathered data from multiple

sources. First, I constructed the the Chinese revolving-door officials database (CRDOD),

a biographical database that contains demographic, career, and compensation information

of over 15,000 government officials who served as directors or senior managers in Chinese

publicly listed firms from 1994 through 2019. In addition to the CRDOD, I gathered the

firm-level regulatory violation records using the data constructed by WIND Data Service,

one of the largest firm-level data vendors in China. The WIND firm violation records in-

clude the date of violation, the government agency that issues the violation, the amount of

fine, and the resolution. The firm violation data are available from 2008 to 2016. Moreover,

I obtained firm-level financial indicators from the CSMAR data service.

The dependent variables are two forms of compensation earned by revolving-door offi-

cials: salary (logged) and stock asset (logged). The annual reports of publicly listed firms

disclose the amount of salary and shares obtained by senior executives and directors. I

compute the stock compensation by multiplying the average market value of the stock and

the number of shares owned by each revolving-door official.

I construct two independent variables to analyze the know-who and know-how hypothe-

ses. To gauge the political influence of ex-officials, I use a continuous measure that indicates

their highest administrative rank when in public office. The rank of these ex-officials ranges

from the minister-level (level 12) to the clerk position (level 1). Table A.21 shows the rank

distribution of ex-politicians. In the period studied in this paper, 113 (1.3%) revolving-door

officials obtained a minister-level position (e.g., ministers in the State Council, the chairman

of the Chinese Securities Regulatory Commission). The intermediate-level officials are the

majority in the group of revolving-door officials in China. The modal rank is the division-

head level (18.81%, e.g., county party secretary), bureau-director-level second (16.99%, e.g.
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prefectural mayor), and clerk-level third (12.53%, e.g., entry-level government officer).

To measure issue-specific expertise, I focus on the interaction between regulatory agen-

cies and firms. I construct a sector-specific measure of issues with which each firm is

concerned using regulatory punishment records. The idea is that firms in the same sector

have a similar demand for certain political or administrative knowledge that can advance

their business interests. Specifically, I construct a sector-specific measure of issues that con-

cern each firm using regulatory punishment records data. I define a revolving-door official

as someone who has the expertise that the firm needs if this individual has previous work

experience in the agency that issues violations to at least one firm in the same sector as

the individual’s host firm. For example, the State Food and Drug Administration (SFDA)

issued a violation to Beingmate Baby & Child Food Co., Ltd (SHE:002570) in 2010. The

violation suggests that the SFDA has regulatory power over all firms similar to Beingmate.

Therefore, I consider former officials who worked for the SFDA and then joined a food

manufacturer as having issue-specific expertise.

In addition to the two key explanatory variables, I control for individual-level covariates

including a female dummy, age, education, central government or local government work

experience, financial sector experience, and university and research institute work experi-

ence. To control for factors that may affect the compensation of revolving-door officials, I

include several firm-level time-varying confounders, including return on assets (ROA), firm

size (measured by total assets), and the number of employees (logged). Summary statistics

of these variables are shown in Table A.20.

3.5 Empirical Strategy and Results

I estimate the effect of administrative rank and expertise on the compensation of ex-officials

using a two-way fixed effects model. The unit of analysis is the individual-firm-year. The

within-firm estimators indicate how a firm allocate pecuniary benefits to revolving-door

officials with different administrative ranks and degrees of issue-specific expertise. The

model is specified as follows.
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Rijt = β1Ranki + β2Expertiseikjt + δXik + δj + γt + εijt,

where Rijt is the two forms of compensation that ex-official i receives from firm j in year

t: logged annual salary and the logged value of stock. Ranki is the highest administrative

rank of ex-official i in public office before joining the firm. Expertiseik indicates official’s

regulatory “know-how”, which is coded as “1” if the official previously worked for an agency

that issued violations to firms in sector k before year t. Xit denotes a set of individual-level

covariates, including gender, age, education, central government or local government work

experience, financial sector experience, and university&research institute work experience.

Zjt represents a battery of firm-level time-varying controls: ROA, firm size, and the number

of employees (logged). δj and γt are the firm and year fixed effects, respectively. εijt is the

error term. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level.

Table 3.1 shows the results regarding the salary earned by revolving-door officials. In

Columns 1 and 2, I include two explanatory variables, with firm and year fixed effects.

The results show that administrative rank is negatively correlated with salary but expertise

exerts a positive impact on salary. In Column 3, I include both Rank and Expertise in the

model. It shows a consistent pattern with the results in Columns 1 and 2. In Columns 4

to 6, I gradually add individual- and firm-level covariates into the model. The estimates of

two explanatory variables do not change substantially compared to the findings in Columns

1 and 2. The most conservative estimate show that ex-officials with expertise earned about

70% more salary than their peers without expertise, holding rank and other covariates

equal. As the average salary received by revolving-door officials is 186 thousand RMB in

the period studied in this paper, ex-officials with expertise earn approximately 130 thousand

RMB more in annual salary in a firm than other former officials who work for the same

firm. By contrast, I find that the salary of higher-ranked ex-officials is lower than their

low-ranked peers in the same firm. The estimation suggests that being one-level higher in

administrative rank is associated with a 6 to 12% decrease in annual salary. To explore

whether rank and expertise are complements or substitutes, I include an interaction in the

model in Column 7. While the estimates of two main terms are similar to that in other
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specifications, that of the interaction term is small and statistically not different from zero,

suggesting that no integrative effect between rank and expertise.

Table 3.1: Effect of Rank and Expertise on Salary

Salary

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Rank −0.069 −0.069 −0.114 −0.070 −0.121 −0.121
(0.013) (0.013) (0.015) (0.015) (0.016) (0.017)

Expertise 0.897 0.876 0.701 0.770 0.734 0.732
(0.127) (0.134) (0.153) (0.152) (0.156) (0.282)

Rank*Expertise 0.0003
(0.034)

Firm&Year FEs Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Individual Controls N N N Y N Y Y
Firm Controls N N N N Y Y Y
Observations 58,454 62,838 58,454 46,900 43,162 43,110 43,110
R2 0.284 0.282 0.287 0.275 0.266 0.278 0.278
Adjusted R2 0.249 0.248 0.252 0.231 0.218 0.231 0.231

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parentheses. Individual-
level controls are a dummy for female, age, education, central government or local gov-
ernment work experience, financial sector experience, and university and research in-
stitute work experience. Firm-level controls are ROA, firm size, and the number of
employees (logged)
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At first glance, the findings on salary suggest that firms prefer ex-officials with sector-

specific experience to higher-ranked officials. However, the size of the salary is much smaller

than that of the stock assets owned by revolving-door officials. Now, I examine the effect of

political influence and expertise on the stock assets of Chinese revolving-door officials using

the same specification used in the salary analysis. Table 3.2 presents the results. The results

are in the opposite direction of the findings on how firms pay salaries to ex-officials. The full

model (Column 6) shows that higher-ranked ex-officials obtain more stock compensation

than their lower-ranked peers in the same firm. Specifically, revolving-door officials with a

one level higher rank earn 5.4% more stock assets. Given that the average stock assets of

revolving-door officials are 3 million RMB, the average increase in the returns to a higher

administrative rank is approximately 168 thousand RMB. In other words, a bureau-level

official (e.g., prefectural mayor, rank 10) can earn over 2 million RMB (307 thousand USD)

in stock assets than do a section-level official (e.g., township director, rank 6) in a 3-year

term in a firm. By contrast, the stock assets of officials with expertise are 40% smaller than

those without issue-specific knowledge, holding all else equal. To check the robustness of

the findings, I also use allowance as the alternative measure of cash compensation and the

number of shares and stock earnings as alternative measures of stock compensation. The

results are presented in A.22, indicating that the main findings are robust to considering

alternative forms of compensation.

Taken together, the evidence provides empirical support for both the know-how and

know-who mechanisms. The findings show that firms use different financial incentives to

benefit revolving-door officials. To evade regulation, firms use high salaries to recruit govern-

ment officials with issue-specific knowledge gained from their work experience in a specific

government body. To gain sustainable political influence, firms align their interests with

those of higher-ranked officials by offering them more stock shares.
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Table 3.2: Effect of Rank and Expertise on Stock Assets

Stock Assets

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Rank 0.023 0.024 0.073 0.032 0.054 0.057
(0.011) (0.011) (0.016) (0.015) (0.016) (0.017)

Expertise −0.664 −0.606 −0.559 −0.838 −0.466 −0.343
(0.089) (0.089) (0.112) (0.115) (0.109) (0.227)

Rank*Expertise −0.018
(0.027)

Firm&Year FEs Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Individual Controls N N N Y N Y Y
Firm Controls N N N N Y Y Y
Observations 58,439 62,823 58,439 46,885 43,147 43,095 43,095
R2 0.320 0.325 0.323 0.359 0.340 0.400 0.400
Adjusted R2 0.287 0.293 0.289 0.319 0.297 0.361 0.361

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parentheses.
Individual-level controls are a female dummy, age, education, central government or lo-
cal government work experience, financial sector experience, and university and research
institute work experience. Firm-level controls are ROA, firm size, and the number of
employees (logged).
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3.5.1 Effect Heterogeneity

The value of expertise and political influence may also depend on economic or political

factors. First, firms in different sectors have diverse demands for either political influence or

expertise. For example, research shows that rent-seeking and corruption are rampant in the

finance, mining, and real estate sectors that the profitability of firms in these sectors heavily

relies on resources controlled by the state (Ang, 2020; Chen and Kung, 2018). Connections

with the family members of political leaders, not even political elites themselves, bring firms

enormous benefits that cannot be obtained otherwise. However, other service sectors such

as restaurants and hotels are sensitive to government inspections. To examine intersector

heterogeneity in the returns to public office, I follow the literature by dividing the population

of firms into 17 subsets based on the National Classification of Sectors (GB/T 4754).5. I

use the same model specification used in Column 6 of Table 3.1 to estimate the effect of

rank and expertise using the subsample of revolving-door officials serving in each sector.

Figure 3.3 shows the results, where dots denote point estimates and bars denote the 95%

confidence intervals of the estimates. The upper two panels show the results for salaries,

and the bottom two panels present the results on stock assets. Consistent with the findings

obtained using the entire population, the subsample analysis shows that in 13 out of 17

industries, revolving-door officials with issue-specific expertise earn more salary than their

peers. By contrast, the bottom-left panel shows that ex-officials with expertise have fewer

stock assets than their non-expert peers in most industries. The findings on expertise suggest

that firms primarily use salary to compensate ex-officials who can provide issue-specific

knowledge to firms. However, the effect of rank varies across different sectors. The bottom-

left panel shows that higher-ranked officials accumulate more stock assets in sectors such as

manufacturing, real estate, and health but accumulate less in finance, transportation, and

entertainment.

Next, I explore the heterogeneity in the returns to public office in firms with different

ownership types by focusing on the difference between SOEs and non-SOEs. In China, it

is common for state-owned organizations or corporations to be the ultimate controllers of

5In total, GB/T 4754 classifies corporations into 19 sectors; I remove two sectors that do not
have sufficient observations for regression analysis.
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Figure 3.3: Effect Heterogeneity Across Different Sectors

publicly listed firms. Following the practice in the literature, I define a firm as a state-owned

enterprise if over 51% of its shares are owned by corporations or organizations with state

affiliation. Again, I conduct a subsample analysis of SOEs and non-SOEs using the baseline

specification presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.3 shows the results, which reveal a consistent pattern on the “know-how” mech-

anism. Revolving-door officials with expertise earn 85% and 54% more salary then do their

peers without expertise in SOEs and non-SOEs, respectively. However, empirical support

for the “know-who” mechanism is mixed. The results show that position rank only matters

in only non-SOEs, not in SOEs. Overall, the findings suggest that both SOEs and non-SOEs

have a demand for expertise from revolving-door officials that help them evade regulation.

However, SOEs do not have a strong demand for political influence through the revolving

door. One possible explanation is that the political power of SOEs depends on the political

background of their chairmen, not the revolving-door officials hired by firms. For example,

in the 18th party congress, five SOE chairmen were selected as central committee members

of the Communist Party, the rank of which is higher than all revolving-door officials serving
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in firms at the time.
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Table 3.3: SOE and non-SOE subsample analysis

SOEs Non-SOEs
Salary Stock Asset Salary Stock Asset

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Rank −0.150 0.015 −0.039 0.174
(0.025) (0.015) (0.021) (0.032)

Expertise 0.854 −0.233 0.504 −0.640
(0.248) (0.115) (0.196) (0.236)

Firm&Year FEs Y Y Y Y
Individual Controls Y Y Y Y
Firm Controls Y Y Y Y
Observations 19,915 19,914 14,033 14,021
R2 0.273 0.291 0.345 0.445
Adjusted R2 0.232 0.252 0.258 0.371

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in
parentheses. Individual-level controls are a dummy for female, age,
education, central government or local government work experience,
financial sector experience, and university and research institute
work experience. Firm-level controls are ROA, firm size, and the
number of employees (logged)

3.5.2 The Endurance of the Revolving-Door Channel

Finally, I examine the endurance of the demand for political influence using the case of

the ongoing anticorruption campaign. By removing tens of thousands of government of-

ficials with corruption charges, the campaign created a supply shock that disincentivized

officials from joining the private sector. As shown in the descriptive analysis, the number

of revolving-door officials has declined since the start of the campaign.

Did the campaign affect the allocation of benefits for political influence and exper-

tise? To empirically test the effect of the anticorruption campaign on the compensation

of revolving-door officials, I construct a measure of exposure to the campaign (Campaign)

by computing the number of government officials who were dismissed for corruption in the

province in which a firm is located. The corruption probe data are from Wang (2020).

Table A.23 shows the spatial distribution of corruption probes. I regress the tenure, salary,
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and stock compensation on the interaction of Campaign and Rank or Expertise to ex-

amine whether the patterns of employment and compensation change with increases in the

intensity of the campaign.

Table 3.4 presents the results. Columns 1 and 2 show the results for tenure measured by

the number of months ex-politicians serve in firms. I find that the interaction of Campaign

and Expertise is negatively correlated with tenure, suggesting that firms terminate the

employment of officials with expertise when campaign intensity increases. No significant

marginal effect is found in the interaction analysis of Campaign and Rank, suggesting that

firms do not remove higher-ranked officials when campaign intensity increases. Columns 3

and 4 show the findings on salary, and Columns 5 and 6 show those on stock compensa-

tion. The results are consistent with the findings on tenure. With an increase in corruption

probes, firms reduce the salary and stock compensation of ex-officials with expertise while

continuing to pay high-ranked officials as much as before. Overall, the results show that

firms have a more enduring demand for political influence than expertise, providing addi-

tional support for the interest alignment interpretation for stock compensation.

3.6 Conclusion

In this paper, I examine two prominent mechanisms accounting for the role of revolving-door

officials in China. I find that firms use different financial incentives to recruit ex-officials

with expertise and political influence. Supporting the expertise argument, revolving-door

officials with issue-specific knowledge earn a higher salary than their peers without expertise.

Supporting the political influence argument, higher-rank officials accumulate more wealth

from the stock offered by firms. Moreover, evidence from the anticorruption campaign shows

that firms have a more enduring demand for political influence than expertise.

The results from this paper have several policy implications for state-business relations

and anticorruption efforts. First, the findings in this paper can be generalizable to other

contexts. Hiring revolving-door officials is not merely a corrupt-country phenomenon. The

revolving door between politics and business is observed worldwide, regardless of regime

type, level of freedom or economic status. However, regulations and the corresponding
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Table 3.4: Effect of the Anticorruption Campaign on the Tenure and Com-
pensation of Revolving-Door Officials

Tenure Salary Shares

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Expertise −0.496 −1.978 0.882 0.680 −0.394 −0.579
(0.660) (0.674) (0.178) (0.156) (0.122) (0.115)

Rank −0.037 −0.013 −0.111 −0.081 0.165 0.143
(0.147) (0.141) (0.032) (0.036) (0.034) (0.034)

Expertise*Campaign −0.612 −0.083 −0.077
(0.217) (0.033) (0.026)

Rank*Campaign −0.009 −0.013 0.009
(0.044) (0.007) (0.006)

Firm&Year FEs Y Y Y Y Y Y
Individual Controls Y Y Y Y Y N
Firm Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y
Observations 42,415 42,415 43,110 43,110 43,095 43,095
R2 0.331 0.331 0.271 0.271 0.368 0.368
Adjusted R2 0.287 0.287 0.223 0.223 0.326 0.326

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parentheses.
Individual-level controls are a female dummy, age, years of education, admin-
istrative level, and firm position. Firm-level controls are firm size and total
liability.
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enforcement against the revolving door are not widespread because revolving-door employ-

ment remains legal in many countries. Evidence from the anticorruption campaign in China

offers a lesson: such efforts might not reduce the rampant rent-seeking activities through

the revolving-door channel merely by enhancing punishment without paying particular at-

tention to the exact value of ex-officials.

In addition to increasing punishment, two other policy solutions are high pensions and

transparency in tracking the revolving door between politics and business. Research shows

that mandatory financial disclosure is an effective approach to combating corruption in

India (Fisman, Schulz and Vig, 2016). Last, high pensions for public officials serve as

an attractive outside option to the pecuniary benefits gained from revolving-door positions.

Future research can explore the effectiveness of these solutions to address concerns regarding

revolving-door channels.
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Chapter 4

How Do Investors View

Connections?

The political-business revolving door, a phenomenon in which firms recruit former govern-

ment officials, is prevalent around the world. Through revolving-door hiring, firms establish

connections with political elites and in return obtain enormous preferential benefits (e.g.,

Khwaja and Mian, 2005; Chen et al., 2018; Bertrand, Bombardini and Trebbi, 2014; Khwaja

and Mian, 2011). However, building political connections through revolving-door channels

can be a double-edged sword. A burgeoning literature shows that dalliances with powerful

political leaders can introduce tremendous problems for firms, such as rent-seeking, corrup-

tion, and poor management, that eventually harm firm performance and the health of the

financial market (e.g., Shleifer and Vishny, 1993; Fisman and Wang, 2015; Fan, Wong and

Zhang, 2007; Bertrand et al., 2018).

While most scholars focus on how political connections weaken firm performance by

jeopardizing firms’ operational management, this study focuses on an alternative type of cost

triggered by revolving-door connections. I theorize that the political-business revolving door

transmits enormous uncertainty from the political system into the financial market. When

political leaders experience unexpected dismissals, political connections secured through

revolving-door channels are no longer a signal of powerful political capital but a liability

that can drag firms into scandals. This political risk theory has been empirically examined
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by various studies that focus on the stock market reaction to scandals implicating revolving-

door firms.1 This paper challenges the conventional view that political risk affects only the

specific firms that have ties with the political leaders involved in scandals. Instead, I theorize

a spillover effect of political connections that results in collateral damage to all politically

connected firms. I argue that all firms that engage in revolving-door hiring, regardless of

whether they have a direct link to a problematic political leader, experience losses because

of the increased political risk. Moreover, the negative effect of political connections not only

emerges on the stock market, as shown by the short-term decline in stock prices, but also

appears on balance sheets as direct damage to firm performance.

I empirically test this political theory by analyzing firm performance during a massive

anticorruption campaign in China, in which approximately 1.5 million officials at various

levels of government were investigated and dismissed from public office (Gan and Choi,

2018). I characterize the campaign as a high-risk environment that brought considerable

political risk to both public officials and firms. I document the negative effect of politi-

cal connections for all firms listed on the Chinese stock market in the early years of the

campaign, from 2012 through 2016.2 In this paper, I emphasize employment connections

between firms and political leaders, as public and formal relationships expose firms to enor-

mous political risks during anticorruption efforts. Specifically, I define a firm as politically

connected if it hires at least one former government or Party official as a board director or

senior executive.3 I construct this conservative measure of political connections by building

an original database of all revolving-door officials who held positions in Chinese publicly

traded firms during the sample period. I match the firm’s revolving-door recruitment in-

formation with other financial indicators and stock return data to conduct the empirical

analysis.

The main results show sizable losses triggered by the firm’s recruitment of revolving-

1Research shows that the stock prices of firms connected to either dictators or democratically
elected leaders plunge when the connected leader’s health conditions or political status deteriorates
(Fisman, 2001; Fisman et al., 2012; Acemoglu et al., 2016; Wang, 2017).

2My dataset includes all A-share firms registered in mainland China and listed on either the
Shanghai or Shenzhen Stock Exchange.

3The terms “firms that hire revolving-door officials” and “politically connected firms” are used
interchangeably in this paper.
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door officials. The average effect on firms that hire revolving-door officials is estimated to be

approximately 0.5% to 1.3% on various profit indicators, including return on assets, return

on equity, profit margins, and earnings per share. A back-of-the-envelope calculation shows

that the estimated cost of revolving-door recruitment is equivalent to approximately 14.3

million RMB (2.3 million USD) per year for a firm with average assets. The findings are

robust to various tests, including parallel trend analysis, alternative treatment measures, a

placebo treatment, a subsample analysis, and different model selections.

I also show the heterogeneous effect of the revolving-door cost on different firms. First,

the local political environment affects the loss triggered by revolving-door recruitment in

the campaign. Consistent with political risk theory, politically connected firms located in

cities with draconian corruption crackdowns performed more poorly than other connected

firms located in areas without such crackdowns. In contrast to the amplifying effect of

local political purges, strong market institutions have a mitigating effect on political risk,

offsetting the negative impact of revolving-door recruitment. The marginal effect analysis

shows that the cost of revolving-door connections decreases with better market institutions.

As the estimation suggests, the cost of revolving-door hiring is not significantly different

from zero in cities with market development ratings in the top 10th percentile.

I then examine the mechanism through which political risk reduces the performance of

politically connected firms. According to political risk theory, the financial market may

immediately respond to the increase in political uncertainty. In general, financiers who face

rising political uncertainty are less willing to provide credit or investment to the implicated

politically connected firms. A lack of financial capital could then create a liquidity crisis

that eventually harms firm performance. Various analyses show support for the market

perception channel. First, firms suffered from decaying external investor perceptions in

the financial market. A sentiment analysis of over 1 million equity research reports shows

that financiers evaluated connected firms, that is, those hiring revolving-door officials, more

negatively than unconnected firms after the campaign’s onset. Similarly, lenders viewed po-

litical connections as a negative signal, as shown by borrowing records indicating that banks

provided 23% fewer loans to firms hiring revolving-door officials than unconnected firms.

Besides the market perception mechanism, I also examine several alternative explanations
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for the cost of revolving-door recruitment, including the decline in preferential benefits in

government subsidy, taxation, and land purchases. Evidence suggests that none of these

explanations serve as the main causal channel through which political risk increases the

cost of revolving-door recruitment.

Beyond showing how revolving-door recruitment reduces firm performance through the

market perception channel, I analyze several extensions that further shed light on political

risk theory. First, I examine how the political risk embedded in revolving-door channels

affects stock returns. Consistent with the findings on the negative sentiments on politically

connected firms, the event study shows that firms hiring former officials experience a 2.8%

decrease in stock returns shortly after the former official is investigated for corruption

charges. Moreover, I examine how firms strategically react to political risk originating from

the political-business revolving door. Facing increased political risk, firms cut their losses

by reducing the employment of former public officials. The decline in revolving-door hiring

began in 2015, three years after the start of the campaign.

By documenting a sizable cost of revolving-door recruitment in a major authoritar-

ian country, this paper contributes to the comparative analysis of political-business re-

volving doors. The existing literature, which primarily concentrates on advanced democ-

racies, presents abundant evidence on the returns to revolving-door recruitment (Draca,

2014; Blanes i Vidal, Draca and Fons-Rosen, 2012; Bertrand, Bombardini and Trebbi, 2014;

Luechinger and Moser, 2014). A recent paper, however, shows a declining value of revolving-

door connections in the US because of increased political turnover (Strickland, 2020). As a

step forward, this study reveals a sizable cost of the political-business revolving door during

a turbulent time in a country with weak market institutions. I show that revolving-door

channels transmitted uncertainty related to connected officials’ status during purges in a

massive anticorruption campaign, discouraged investment and borrowing, and ultimately

led to profit loss. More broadly, this study contributes to the research on corporate polit-

ical connections (Eggers and Hainmueller, 2009; Querubin and Snyder, 2011; Truex, 2014;

Szakonyi, 2018; Wang, 2017). Recently, scholars have shown that the cost of political con-

nections arises from rent-seeking activities and poor managerial decisions of CEOs with

government backgrounds (e.g., Earle and Gehlbach, 2015; Fan, Wong and Zhang, 2007;
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Fisman and Wang, 2015; Bertrand et al., 2018). In contrast to these corporate governance

explanations, the mechanism proposed in this paper emphasizes external perceptions of

firms. I argue that political connections act as a negative signal for investors and lenders,

thereby discouraging investment.

This paper also makes several contributions to the research on political risk. In the

extant literature, scholars focus on macrolevel political risks, arguing that they affect FDI,

asset prices, international capital flows, employment growth, and business cycles in a cross-

national setting (e.g., Jensen, 2008; Jensen and Johnston, 2011; Belo, Gala and Li, 2013;

Handley and Limão, 2015; Siemer, Verdelhan and Gourio, 2015; Besley and Mueller, 2018).

This paper offers a mechanism to explain how major political shocks impact individual

firm performance in a domestic context. Specifically, I argue that the political-business

revolving door not only constitutes an exchange of favors between politicians and firms but

also transmits risk from political actors to economic actors. Moreover, my theoretical claim

challenges the conventional theory on the role of political connections in countries with

weak institutions. A sizable body of literature shows that political connections serve as a

helping hand to firms, mitigating regulatory difficulties, obtaining better access to bureau-

crats, achieving better judicial resolutions, and producing considerable economic returns

(Gehlbach, Sonin and Zhuravskaya, 2010; Kung and Ma, 2018; Ang and Jia, 2014; Truex,

2014; Szakonyi, 2018; Xu, 2020). This study shows that the monetization of these benefits

hinges on the status of their revolving-door connections. When a firm’s connected public

officials are vulnerable, revolving-door channels no longer serve as a means of protection

against expropriation and uncertainty. Instead, these connections become liabilities for

firms, which can cause considerable value losses.

4.1 The Cost of Political Risk in Revolving-Door

Channels

Research shows that revolving-door officials offer two types of assets for corporations. First,

firms hire revolving-door officials for their expertise to influence policies that advance firms’
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business interests. The informational role of revolving-door hiring is widely known in ad-

vanced democracies, particularly in the US lobbying industry. In the US, revolving-door

lobbyists convey their clients’ demands to legislators, voice interest group preferences, and

advance the quality of policymaking. In addition to seeking expertise, firms or interest

groups hire former officials for their connections in the incumbent government. By building

ties with politicians, firms reduce the negative impact of policy uncertainty; obtain pref-

erential treatment in government procurement, subsidies, and taxation; and consequently

gain considerable financial returns (Simon, 2018; Luechinger and Moser, 2014; Eggers and

Hainmueller, 2009; Hassan et al., 2019).

However, building political connections with public officials is by no means cost-free.

The conventional theory suggests that political connections weaken corporate governance.

As suggested by Shleifer and Vishny (1993), politicians extract rents through these con-

nections, and the marginal costs of rent-seeking may offset the benefits of the connections.

Mounting empirical evidence supports this rent-seeking argument. Analyzing 20,000 listed

firms in 47 countries, Faccio (2006) shows that hiring former politicians as board directors

does not increase corporate value. Similarly, despite generating extra revenues through in-

formal ties with government officials in the short run, political connections fail to improve

the long-term profitability of firms in Italy (Cingano Federico and Pinotti Paolo, 2013).

The costs of political connections even outweigh the benefits. Firms suffer from efficiency

losses caused by their connected public officials (Bertrand et al., 2018). For example, firms

led by CEOs who used to work in government underperform their unconnected counter-

parts because these CEOs make poor personnel decisions in terms of hiring more former

government colleagues than professionals (Fan, Wong and Zhang, 2007).

In addition to the negative impact on corporate governance, political connections en-

tail risks that can undermine firm performance. The political risk mechanism was first

introduced by finance researchers, who have provided considerable empirical evidence on

the short-run, negative returns to political connections triggered by policy uncertainties or

unexpected political turnover. For example, the groundbreaking work of Fisman (2001)

shows that politically connected firms in Indonesia suffer from a political patron’s declin-

ing health. Perhaps more strikingly, even in a country with strong institutions such as the
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United States, political connections yield negative stock returns to firms when the connected

political elite is involved in tax scandals (Acemoglu et al., 2016).

This study shifts the research focus on risk in the political-business revolving-door lit-

erature away from the short-term stock-market impact on firm performance. Compared to

stock returns, the firm’s operating performance on the balance sheet has a closer relation-

ship to the good functioning of the economy. It reveals the firm’s ability to generate profits

and revenue given a fixed set of assets. Building on the existing scholarly work on the cost

of political connections, I argue that revolving-door recruitment can jeopardize firm perfor-

mance in a high-risk environment where a firm’s connected officials are likely to experience

unexpected political turnover.

I characterize the ongoing anticorruption campaign in China as a high-risk environment

associated with costs to revolving-door recruitment. Since its start in late 2012, the ongoing

anticorruption campaign in China has posed considerable risks to public officials due to its

scale and intensity (Wang, 2019; Manion, 2016). Figure 4.1 displays the time trend and

spatial distribution of corruption crackdowns; it shows a sharp increase in dismissals of

public officials since the beginning of the campaign. In the first five years of the campaign

(2012–2016), the Disciplinary Inspection Commission of the Communist Party had felled

over 17,000 public officials. At the same time, dismissals of public officials occurred in 323

of the 330 cities in China, which guarantees considerable variation in the prevalence of these

purges of public officials for empirical analysis. More importantly, as its distinct feature in

comparison with previous corruption crackdowns, the campaign has broken the convention

of “immunity” granted to senior political leaders. Over a hundred officials at or above the

level of deputy minister were purged from 2012 to 2016. The most high-profile case, Zhou

Yongkang, formerly the second most influential figure in the Party, was investigated and

sentenced to life in prison in the first year of the campaign.

The massive purges during the ongoing campaign have significantly affected the value of

patronage connections in the political system. Belying the conventional understanding that

anticorruption campaigns target only political foes, personal ties to top Chinese leaders have

provided little protection in the ongoing corruption crackdown (Lu and Lorentzen, 2016).

More strikingly, local political leaders now show a bias against their own business con-
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Figure 4.1: Time Trend of Officials Dismissed for Corruption

Source: China’s Corruption Investigations Dataset

nections in making appointment decisions to reduce perceived career risk (Li and Manion,

2019).

Beyond changing the political landscape, the political risk inflamed by the campaign

goes deeper into the boardrooms of Chinese publicly traded firms. From November 2012

to December 2016, eighty-two firm directors or senior executives were investigated for cor-

ruption (Figure A.10 shows the time trend).4 In this high-risk environment, politically

connected firms have experienced sizable declines in investment efficiency and stock returns

after the occurrence of corruption scandals (Pan and Tian, 2017; Lin et al., 2016). Instead

of directly analyzing the effect of purges on firm returns, this study theorizes a considerable

spillover effect of political risk from firms whose board directors are purged to all firms that

hire revolving-door officials. The spillover of political risk undermines firm performance

through two channels. First, massive corruption crackdowns dramatically increase the cost

of trading favors between firms and politicians. Facing the increased cost of corruption, con-

nected officials grant less favorable treatment to firms through the revolving-door channel.

In China, firms heavily rely on offers of favorable government treatment in matters such as

4I obtain purge event data from multiple sources, including the official corruption database
constructed by China Files, the media coverage of corruption investigations in China’s major finance
news media such as Caixin and Diyicaijin, and the information disclosure documents of Chinese listed
firms from Ju Chao Gong Gao.
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land deals, tax holidays, and subsidies to generate profits (Li et al., 2008). Losing these

profitable benefits may result in cash flow shortages and thereby affect firm performance.

While the effects of the decline in preferential treatment occur within the firm, corruption

crackdowns also spread uncertainty in the financial market. In the context of the anticor-

ruption campaign, firm-level political connections imply the potential for illicit exchanges

with corrupt leaders who could drag firms into corruption investigations. To avoid collateral

damage, financiers adjust their portfolios by reducing investment in firms that heavily rely

on revolving-door connections. The reduction of external investment and credit then leads

to liquidity crises that inevitably jeopardize firm performance.

Taken together, both channels suggest a cost of revolving-door recruitment for all firms

in the campaign, a high-risk context. Thus, I formulate the main hypothesis on political

risk.

H1: Firms recruiting revolving-door officials earn lower profits than firms with no con-

nections to revolving-door officials in the anticorruption campaign.

In addition to documenting the cost of revolving-door recruitment, I analyze how this

cost varies across different firms. Effect heterogeneity may manifest in two ways. First,

the cost of revolving-door recruitment hinges on the local political-risk environment. While

the anticorruption campaign serves as a general political shock to the financial market, dis-

missals of local political leaders across regions provide investors with additional information

about the local political environment. As corruption crackdowns are always accompanied

by political turnovers, they may affect local business policies, change practices of law en-

forcement, and even break political ties of firms.5 These unexpected changes can further

exacerbate the confidence of investors who invest in firms located in areas with corruption

crackdowns. To protect themselves from these uncertainties, investors reduce their invest-

ment and consequently undermine firm performance. The situation of Shanxi, a province

in northwest China that has experienced the most draconian corruption crackdowns during

the anticorruption campaign, makes a case for this argument. In 2014, the Central Dis-

ciplinary and Inspection Commission (CDIC) purged nine centrally managed officials who

5Earle and Gehlbach (2015) offer a detailed discussion of how political turnover affect firm
performance through various channels.
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had an administrative rank equivalent to deputy minister in Shanxi. Almost one-third of

the provincial Party committee members were swept out of office on corruption charges.

As a possible consequence, firms in Shanxi, particularly those with political connections,

suffered after these corruption crackdowns. In the following two years (2015 and 2016), they

had the worst firm performance among national firms measured by return on assets (ROA),

averaging -0.3% and 0.7%, while the national average firm ROA was 3.85%. The case of

Shanxi may reflect a nationwide pattern of political risk transmission. Firms located in

areas with high-profile corruption cases suffer more from revolving-door recruitment than

do other connected firms located in areas with no such corruption crackdown. Therefore, I

formulate the second hypothesis on the local political environment.

H2: Politically connected firms located in areas with high-profile corruption crackdowns

earn lower profits than connected firms located in areas with such corruption cases.

In addition to the political environment, market institutions are another set of impor-

tant moderators that affect the corporate political strategy and its outcome in a weak

institutional context (Markus, 2012; Gehlbach, Sonin and Zhuravskaya, 2010). Despite its

remarkable economic development, China has diverse levels of market development across

regions. For example, according to World Bank (2008)’s Doing Business Report, it costs

over 100% more in expenses and takes 48% more time for entrepreneurs to establish busi-

nesses in northwestern provinces than in southeastern provinces. As numerous studies show,

market institutions and political connections are substitutes (Kung and Ma, 2018; Li et al.,

2008). In places with stronger market institutions, firms can access factors such as land and

labor without seeking help from government officials. Therefore, firms do not need to spend

heavily on maintaining political connections. By contrast, in areas with weaker market

institutions, firms are more likely to establish political connections to secure their property

rights (Hou, 2019). In a high-risk environment, this substitution effect of market environ-

ment manifests in a way that strong market intuitions mitigates the the negative impact

of political risk embedded in the revolving-door connections. Based on these arguments, I

formulate the market institutions hypothesis as follow.

H3: Politically connected firms located in areas with advanced market institutions have

lower losses than connected firms located in areas with poor market institutions.
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4.2 Data and Stylized Facts

To test these hypotheses, I construct a dataset containing revolving-door recruitment infor-

mation on 3,125 companies publicly listed on the Chinese stock market between 2012 and

2016. I gather data from three sources.

The data on firms’ revolving-door recruitment are from the Chinese Revolving-Door

Officials Database (CRDOD), an original database that contains extensive demographic

and career information of all former government officials who have been firm executives in

any Chinese publicly traded firms since 1994. I first obtain the raw resume texts of all

firm executives and directors from cninfo.com, the official information disclosure agency

of the Chinese Securities Regulatory Commissions. I transform the raw text data into a

standardized career experience database using deep learning algorithms that detect named

entities and a manual check. For each revolving-door official, the database provides the

rank, location, government branch, and tenure in each work position on their resumes. I

aggregate the information on revolving-door officials at the firm-year level to analyze the

overall impact of revolving-door recruits on firm performance.

In this paper, I define revolving-door officials as firm senior executives or board directors

who have previous work experience in the two executive branches: Party and government.6

My data show that revolving-door recruitment has become increasingly popular among

Chinese publicly traded firms in recent decades (Figure 4.2). The number of revolving-door

officials increased rapidly from 1994 to 2014 but displayed a slight decrease in 2015 and

2016. This decline is partly due to the discouraging effect of political risk arising from

the anticorruption campaign and the strengthened enforcement in the cooling-off period.7

Nonetheless, hiring former officials is still a major corporate political strategy used by

firms. Since the start of the campaign, 2, 696 of all 3, 269 firms (67%) have hired at least

one revolving-door official (see the time trend in Figure A.9). The number of revolving-

6China has a dual-leadership system at each level of government. For each government branch,
there are two chief executives: one is a Party secretary, and the other is the head of the government
branch.

7Document No.18 released by the Organization Department of the CPC in 2013 strength-
ened the restrictions on government officials taking private-sector jobs. See details at
https://www.spp.gov.cn/dj/c100027/201711/t20171109320740.shtml.
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door officials varies across firms as well. Sixty-three percent of listed firms have fewer than

five retired or incumbent officials as board directors, while extreme cases such as Ganyue

Expressway Co., Ltd. (SHE: 600269), have recruited as many as twenty-two revolving-door

officials who used to work in the executive branch.

Table A.24 shows the demographic and career information of revolving-door officials

compared to that of other firm executives or board directors; it indicates that 11% of firm

executives or board directors were previously public officials. Moreover, these revolving-

door officials are more commonly male, older, and have more years of education than other

firm executives. They also have a stronger political background than other firm executives,

as shown by the proportion of Communist Party members, National People’s Congress

members, and Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference members among such

persons.8

Figure 4.2: Number of Revolving-Door Officials in Chinese Publicly Traded Firms

Source: Chinese Revolving-Door Official Database

In addition to the revolving-door official data, I gather firms’ financial indicators and

registration information using the RSSET financial database, which is developed by a data

service company based in Beijing. I also double check the data with another widely used

financial database from China Stock Market & Accounting Research (CSMAR). I obtain the

8It should be noted that the political membership status reflects only the information that
appears directly on the original resume. Thus, there is likely an underestimation problem with the
proportion of Chinese Communist Party (CPC) members among revolving-door officials (32%).
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data on the officials purged in the ongoing anticorruption campaign from China’s Corruption

Investigations Dataset developed by Yuhua Wang (2020) and the Tigers and Flies Database

developed by China File.

4.3 The Cost of Revolving-Door Employment

I estimate the effect of revolving-door recruitment on firm performance by using a fixed

effects model. The model is specified as follows:

Yit = β1RevolvingDoorit + δXit + λi + γt + εit,

where Yit is the profitability metric of firm i in year t. The dependent variable in the

baseline specification is return on assets (ROA). ROA is an indicator of how profitable a

firm is relative to its overall resources.9 It is calculated by dividing profit margins by total

assets.10 Larger values of ROA suggest a better firm ability to generate profits. In addition

to ROA, I use three alternative measures of firm performance, including return on equity,

profit margins, and earnings per share. I present the corresponding results in the Appendix.

RevolvingDoorit is my independent variable of interest. In this paper, I depart from

the vague and diverse definitions of political connections used in the existing studies (e.g.,

Fisman, 2001; Khwaja and Mian, 2005; Do, Lee and Nguyen, 2015). Instead, I adopt a

conservative measure that primarily focuses on a firm’s political capital obtained through

revolving-door channels. In this paper, I define revolving-door officials as retired officials

who used to work in one of the two executive branches of the Chinese government: the gov-

ernment or the Party organs. I use a binary measure for a firm’s revolving door recruitment

status, coding it as “1” if in year t at least one of the board directors or senior executives

of firm i was previously a public official and as “0” otherwise.

Xit is a set of firm-level time-variant covariates. To exclude the effect of a firm’s al-

ternative political capital on firm performance, I control for the number of executives and

9Following the practice of financial accounting research, I winsorize the accounting data to 99%.

10To make the results easier to interpret, I use percentage points as the unit of ROA in this paper.
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board directors who are Communist Party members or legislators (People’s Congress or

People’s Political Consultative Conference). For the economic covariates, I include operat-

ing revenue (in logs) and firm size (measured by log total assets). Summary statistics of

the dependent variables, independent variables, and covariates are presented in Table A.25.

λi and γt capture the firm and year fixed effects, respectively. εit is the error term. In the

panel-data regression, I cluster standard errors at the firm level to account for the serial

correlation of observations in each firm. The results are also robust to alternative clustering

strategies (Appendix Table A.26).

The main results are presented in Table 4.1. I begin by regressing ROA on RevolvingDoor

and the year and firm fixed effects. I find that the estimate of RevolvingDoor is -0.62 and

statistically significant (Column 1). In Column 2, I add the set of confounders into the

model. The standard error of RevolvingDoor slightly decreases, and the estimate remains

significant at the 1% level. From Columns 3 to 5, I adopt a more flexible estimation

strategy than that in the baseline specification by including sector- and province-specific

time trends. Including these specific trends ensures that all unobserved sector- and province-

specific differences (e.g., local and sectoral trends in firm profitability and the business and

regulatory environment) that vary smoothly over time are removed from the parameter

of interest β1. With the inclusion of both province- and sector-specific time trends, the

full model in Column 5 yields a significant coefficient on revolving-door recruitment. In

addition to the statistical significance, the magnitude of the effect of the political-business

revolving door is sizable: Given that the average ROA of firms analyzed in this paper is

3.8%, the most conservative estimate shows that the cost of revolving-door employment is

equivalent to approximately 14% of the average ROA. By conducting a back-of-the-envelope

calculation, the profit loss driven by the revolving-door channel is approximately 14.3 million

yuan (2.3 million USD) a year for a firm with average assets.

Although the baseline specification yields significant estimates, we may have concerns

about reverse causality, measurement errors, and selection bias in our estimation. To ad-

dress these concerns, I conduct seven sets of robustness checks that support the validity

of our baseline findings (details in the discussion in Appendix 6.3.1). First, I verify that

the the parallel trends assumption holds for the two-way fixed effects model used in the
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Table 4.1: Effect of Revolving-Door Recruitment on Firm Performance

Returns on Asset (%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Revolving Door -0.622 -0.622 -0.638 -0.578 -0.597
(0.183) (0.174) (0.174) (0.173) (0.173)

Observations 12,276 12,275 12,275 12,275 12,275
Adjusted R-squared 0.446 0.470 0.473 0.472 0.475
Firm and Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Firm Controls N Y Y Y Y
Sector-Specific Time Trend N N Y N Y
Province-Specific Time Trend N N N Y Y

Note: The dependent variable is ROA (%). The controls are operating revenue
(in logs), firm size, People’s Congress member, CPPCC member, and Party
member. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parentheses.

baseline specifications (Figure A.11). Second, I show that the cost of revolving-door re-

cruitment exists when I use three alternative measures of firm profits: (1) profit margin

(in logs), (2) return on equity, and (3) earnings per share (Table 6.3.1). Third, I show

that the main finding is robust to using continuous and ratio measures of revolving-door

recruitment (Table A.30 and A.31). Fourth, I conduct a placebo test using other forms of

political connections as a fake treatment (Table A.32). I then conduct a second placebo

test, performing the same analysis as in the baseline specification for the precampaign pe-

riod, when political risk was low. I find no significant cost of revolving-door recruitment

in this low-risk environment (Table A.33). Next, I show that the cost of revolving-door

recruitment appears in both state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and non-SOEs (Figure A.12).

Last but not least, I address the concerns of potential confounders using a propensity score

model and find results consistent with the baseline findings (Table A.34). In summary, none

of these robustness tests challenge the key finding that revolving-door employment imposes

a significant cost on Chinese publicly traded firms.
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4.4 The Heterogeneous Effect of Political Risk

In this section, I perform interaction analyses to show the heterogeneity of the detected ef-

fect conditional on the local political environment (H2) and market institutions (H3). The

political environment hypothesis suggests that corruption crackdowns increase the cost of

revolving-door hiring for firms in the affected region. To empirically analyze this hypothe-

sis, I estimate the differential effect of corruption crackdowns across all 330 cities in China

on firm profitability. To do so, I first match the firm’s headquarters address (RESSET

database) with the place where corrupt officials used to work (China’s Corruption Investi-

gations Dataset). I code the treatment dummy Purgeit as 1 if firm i is located in the city

where its bureau-level officials, including Party secretaries, mayors, or chairs of city legisla-

tures, were dismissed for corruption in year t and 0 otherwise. From 2012 to 2016, 1923 vice

and full bureau-level officials in 132 cities were dismissed from public office. The extent of

these corruption crackdowns guarantee considerable variation to estimate the heterogeneous

impact of local political risk. In the regression model, I include Purgeit, RevolvingDoorit,

their interaction, and baseline covariates and time trends.

Table 4.2 presents the results. The coefficients on RevolvingDoorPurge range from

-0.557 to -.615 and are all significant at the 5% level. That is, revolving-door firms located

in cities with high-profile corruption incidents experience an additional 0.5 to 0.6% drop in

ROA from the political risk arising from the local corruption investigations. The estimation

suggests that for a politically connected firm with average assets, one corruption crackdown

leads to an extra 9.1 million RMB (1.5 million USD) in losses in a single year. In addition

to the enormous losses caused by purges, the model also yields negative and statistically

significant estimates of RevolvingDoor in most specifications, suggesting that firms that

hire revolving-door officials have a lower ROA than unconnected firms even in areas with no

purges. Overall, the within-campaign analysis provides strong evidence in support of H2,

which indicates that the marginal cost of revolving-door recruitment increases as political

risk rises due to corruption crackdowns in the context of the anticorruption campaign.

Next, I estimate the effect heterogeneity conditional on market institutions as suggested

by H3. The theoretical argument of this paper predicts that market institutions offset
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Table 4.2: Conditional Effect of Corruption Crackdowns

ROA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Revolving Door*Purge -0.607 -0.607 -0.557 -0.612 -0.615
(0.292) (0.292) (0.280) (0.280) (0.279)

Revolving Door -0.409 -0.409 -0.442 -0.363 -0.380
(0.199) (0.199) (0.192) (0.189) (0.190)

Purge 0.423 0.423 0.388 0.436 0.433
(0.276) (0.276) (0.265) (0.267) (0.266)

Observations 12,276 12,276 12,275 12,275 12,275
Adjusted R-squared 0.446 0.446 0.474 0.472 0.475
Firm and Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Firm Controls N Y Y Y Y
Sector-Specific Time Trend N N Y N Y
Province-Specific Time Trend N N N Y Y

Note: The dependent variable is ROA (%). The controls are operating revenue
(in logs), firm size, People’s Congress member, CPPCC member, and Party
member. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parentheses.

the negative impact of political risk arising from a firm’s revolving-door recruitment. To

document this substitution effect, I use a proxy for the province-level market development

index developed by Fan (2018). The index reflects the ongoing development of market

institutions in different provinces in China on various dimensions, including property rights

protection, the tax burden, government interference, etc. The market development index

ranges from 0 to 10, with a larger value indicating better overall market institutions. Using

this index, I estimate the marginal effect of market institutions, including firm and year fixed

effects and controlling for all baseline covariates. Following the suggestion by Hainmueller,

Mummolo and Xu (2019), I first verify that the distribution of raw data follows the linearity

assumption of marginal effect analysis (Figure A.13). Then, I conduct the analysis and

present the marginal effect of revolving-door recruitment and its corresponding confidence

interval in Figure 4.3. Consistent with the theoretical prediction suggested by H3, the

cost of revolving-door recruitment diminishes with a higher level of market development.

The corresponding group estimation (Table A.35) shows that politically connected firms in
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areas with better market development (fourth quantile of the market development index)

have 0.6% higher ROAs than the same type of firms located in areas with poorer market

development (first quantile of the market development index). That is, better market

institutions can almost completely offset the negative effect of revolving-door recruitment

estimated by our baseline specification. Again, the marginal effect analysis provides strong

empirical support for H3.

Figure 4.3: Marginal Effect of Market Development

Note: The dependent variable is ROA (%). The controls are operating rev-
enue (in logs), firm size, People’s Congress member, CPPCC member, and
Party member. The gray zone denotes the 95% confidence interval.

4.5 Mechanisms

In this section, I examine two causal mechanisms through which revolving-door recruitment

could reduce firm performance. One explanation is that the decline in preferential benefits

provided by revolving-door officials leads to revolving-door costs. In addition to the internal

mechanism, the cost could be driven by external perceptions in the financial market, leading

investors and creditors to be reluctant to provide financial resources in the face of political

uncertainty. I analyze both mechanisms using various types of evidence. The evidence
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demonstrates that market perceptions are the dominant mechanism that results in the

sizable cost of revolving-door recruitment.

4.5.1 Preferential Treatment

Scholars contend that the key asset of former officials is their ability to provide favorable

treatment (Goldman, Rocholl and So, 2013; Chen et al., 2018; Luechinger and Moser, 2014).

In the context of this paper, firms obtain fewer favorable benefits from revolving-door

officials who are concerned about the increased political risk driven by the campaign. As a

result, the decline in favorable benefits directly affects firm profitability.

Of various forms of preferential treatment, I focus on three important types of benefits

that retired officials bring to firms in China: access to subsidies, land, and favorable tax

treatment.11 Research shows that government officials who anticipate revolving-door job

opportunities provide favorable government subsidies to their future employers (Li, 2021).

To measure the size of these subsidies, I aggregate the government subsidy data from the

CSMAR database to the firm-year level. In addition to government subsidies, local govern-

ments use tax holidays as an incentive to attract foreign and domestic investment (Jensen

and Malesky, 2018; Adhikari, Derashid and Zhang, 2006). Specifically, scholars find that

tax benefits are a common type of favorable policy treatment for firms in China with close

ties to the government (Li et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2012). I measure tax benefits (Tax) using

the income tax paid by firms using the data from the CSMAR database. Moreover, land

is another valuable resource controlled by local governments, which have the discretion to

sell it to different types of buyers. Recent literature also shows that political connectedness

is a key determinant of a firm’s ability to obtain price discounts in land transactions (Chen

and Kung, 2018). To address the effect of revolving-door connections on land purchases,

I use real estimated investment as a proxy for preferential treatment in land transactions

(Land).12

Table 4.3 presents the results on favorable treatment. I regress measures of preferential

11Because of data availability, information on other forms of preferential treatment, such as
granting of government procurement contracts, is not available.

12I obtain the real estimated investment using the RSSET dataset.
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benefits on a firm’s revolving-door recruitment, controlling for baseline covariates and in-

cluding two-way fixed effects and province- and sector-specific time trends. The result shows

that compared to their unconnected counterparts, firms that hire revolving-door officials do

not obtain fewer government subsidies or less real estate investment. Moreover, contrary

to the prediction under the preferential benefits mechanism, firms that hire revolving-door

officials pay even less tax than unconnected firms, holding firm size, revenue and other

firm characteristics equal. The amount of the tax premium received by firms that hire

former officials is approximately 426 million RMB (approximately 66 million USD), sug-

gesting that revolving-door recruitment has continued to bring tax benefits to firms during

the campaign period. Overall, the findings do not support the argument that firms expe-

rience profit loss because of a reduction in the preferential benefits provided through the

revolving-door channel.

Table 4.3: Preferential Treatment

Subsidy Tax Land
(1) (2) (3)

Revolving Door 0.015 -0.060 0.044
(0.041) (0.027) (0.138)

Observations 11,779 15,186 5,851
Adjusted R-squared 0.713 0.832 0.772
Firm and Year FE Y Y Y
Firm Controls Y Y Y
Province-Specific Time Trend Y Y Y
Sector-Specific Time Trend Y Y Y

Note: The dependent variables are subsidy (in logs), tax (in
logs), and land. Controls are operating revenue (in logs), firm
size, People’s Congress member, CPPCC member, and Party
member. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported
in parentheses.
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4.5.2 Market Perceptions

While the preferential treatment mechanism focuses on the change in corporate manage-

ment inside firms, another set of theories argues that political risk also impacts external

perceptions of firms among financiers who provide credits and investment (Hassan et al.,

2019). In the turbulent times of the anticorruption, political connections impose a “reputa-

tion cost” on firms, reducing investor confidence and consequently discouraging investment

(Acemoglu et al., 2016). Similarly, revolving-door hiring may also serve as a negative signal

in the context of the campaign period studied in this paper. To avoid additional losses

triggered by collateral damage from corruption crackdowns, financiers may lower their ex-

pectations for these politically connected firms and adjust their portfolios by investing less

in these firms.

Although the existing literature offers some suggestive evidence on this market per-

ception mechanism, solid empirical evidence is limited (Truex, 2014; Ferguson and Voth,

2008a). To advance understanding of this mechanism, I present a systematic analysis of

both investor sentiment and behavior. I begin the empirical analysis by documenting the

change in investor sentiments during the campaign. I measure financier sentiments using

the equity research reports published by major financial institutions from 2012 through

2016.13 In these reports, major institutional investors present their predictions for specific

stocks and make portfolio recommendations. To construct firm-level sentiment measures, I

first extract 570,000 sentences that are directly related to specific listed firms from the raw

text of over 1 million research reports.14 I then use a supervised learning method to classify

investor sentiments into two categories: positive and negative (see the details in Appendix

6.3.4). To alleviate the concern that market analysts provide forecasts for only a few large

firms, I measure investor perceptions by computing the ratio of positive sentiments to the

total number of forecasts received by a specific firm in each year.

In addition to documenting sentimental change among investors, I investigate the mar-

13The CSMAR database offers the raw data of these reports, including the title, publication date,
keywords, and summary.

14The majority of these reports analyze the macroeconomic conditions and general trends of the
economy. I exclude these reports from my sample because I am primarily interested in the investor
sentiment towards specific firms.
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ket perception cost by examining corporate lending (Khwaja and Mian, 2005; Li et al.,

2008). I measure lender perceptions of firms by focusing on the approved amount of bank

loans (CSMAR database). Like its impact on investor mentality, political risk can reduce

corporate lending such that banks provide fewer loans to firms that hire revolving-door

officials than to unconnected firms. In addition to bank loan reductions, firms may obtain

less financial capital from other sources. Following the research by Szakonyi (2018), I mea-

sure the ability of firms to access other financial resources by gauging the amount of their

liability (RESSET database).

Table 4.4: Market Perceptions

Investor Sentiment Bank Loan Liability
(1) (2) (3)

Revolving Door -0.011 -0.232 -0.071
(0.005) (0.080) (0.013)

Observations 16,303 12,274 16,303
R-squared 0.431 0.726 0.976
Firm and Year FE Y Y Y
Firm Controls Y Y Y
Province-Specific Time Trend Y Y Y
Sector-Specific Time Trend Y Y Y
Adjusted R-squared 0.285 0.643 0.970

Note: The dependent variables are investor sentiment, bank loans, and firm lia-
bility. The controls are operating revenue (in logs), firm size, People’s Congress
member, CPPCC member, and Party member. Standard errors clustered at the
firm level are reported in parentheses.

Table 4.4 presents the results, which strongly support the market perception mechanism.

The regression analysis yields negative estimates from Columns 1 through 3, suggesting that

firms that hire former officials have lower investor ratings than do firms that do not hire

government officials. Moreover, these connected firms obtain fewer loans, amounting to 220

million RMB (31 million USD) based on the estimation, than do unconnected firms; they

are also less able to obtain financial resources than other unconnected firms, as shown by

the 7 per cent gap in firm liability.

To summarize, I find that recruiting former officials, aside from its direct costs, imposes
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a significant cost to firms in turbulent times by lowering both investor and lender confi-

dence in these politically connected firms. These findings confirm that market perceptions

are the dominant channel through which the political-business revolving door reduces firm

performance.

4.6 Firms and Stock Market Response

The main results present compelling evidence on the cost of revolving-door recruitment

on corporate performance and the market perception mechanism. I also conduct several

extensions that enrich our understanding of political risk theory. I first examine how purges

in the anticorruption campaign affect the stock returns of firms hiring revolving-door officials

and their unconnected counterparts. Consistent with the findings on firm performance, the

stock returns of connected firms underperform those of unconnected firms for a short period

after the start of corruption investigations into officials connected to firms. In addition

to analyzing the effect of corruption crackdowns, I examine how firms strategically react

to increased political risk. The findings show that firms not only reduce revolving-door

recruitment but also invest more in innovation, which may benefit firms in the long run.

4.6.1 Stock Market Response

As revolving-door officials transmit uncertainty from the political system to the financial

market, financiers are concerned that firms that hire revolving-door officials are more likely

to be implicated in political scandals. A natural response of these investors would be to

immediately sell the stocks of firms whose connected public officials are investigated. The

selling climax can lead to an observable and considerable decline in stock returns. To verify

this conjecture, I collect a dataset on 90 corrupt board directors of 81 firms who were

investigated by CDIC for corruption in 2012–2016. I find that over 78 out of 81 (96%) firms

that are involved in corruption scandals hire revolving-door officials. Moreover, I show

that corporate corruption investigations lead to plunges of stock returns using an event

study approach. To create a valid counterfactual, I use a one-to-one matching method to

construct the control group for these 102 event firms. Specifically, I compare the firm-level
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daily returns of event firms and unconnected firms using the daily stock return data that

are available in the CSMAR database.

I use cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) as a proxy for firm returns in response to the

investigation of board director. CARs are widely used in finance and economics research

to capture abnormal changes in stock returns, calculated by summing the cumulative dif-

ferences between the expected and actual returns of a security. The details on computing

CARs are available in Appendix 6.3.3. I present the time trend of CARs from 10 days

before the event day (t = −10) to 10 days after (t = 10) in Figure 4.4. The visualization

shows that the CARs of connected and unconnected firms follow similar trends before a

crackdown (t < 0). Moreover, the CARs of event firms experience a sharp decline on the

specific event day, while those of unconnected firms increase slightly. The CARs of event

firms decline by over 3 per cents in the 5 days following the announcement, while the CARs

of unconnected firms experience no significant drop.

Figure 4.4: Time Trends of CARs[-10,10]
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In addition to the visualization, I estimate the effect of the corruption investigations
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on CARs using a standard DiD analysis.15 Table A.36 presents the results. The results

show a robust pattern with various event window sizes. Following the dismissal of a board

director, the corresponding event firm’s CARs drop 1.1 per cents in the single trading day

after the probe (Column 1). Moreover, the impact of the probe on its CARs rises to 1.8 to

2.8 per cents in the three to ten trading days following the purge (Columns 2 to 4). The

event study shows that investors immediately respond to a political shock by selling off

considerable amounts of stock, resulting in a sharp decline in firm returns.

4.6.2 Firms’ Reaction to Political Risk

As shown by the above analysis, firms that hire revolving-door officials suffer from both

short-term stock price drops and costs to their long-term operating performance. As profit

seekers, firms can strategically stop the losses triggered by political risk in several ways.

First, a natural move is to reduce unprofitable political connections by terminating employ-

ment contracts with connected public officials. Figure A.14 provides suggestive evidence on

this move. It shows a clear pattern of firms reducing the number of political connections

after exposure to increased political risk from the anticorruption campaign. In the early

years of the campaign, the number of connected board directors and senior managers re-

mained similar to that in the precampaign period. However, starting in 2015, approximately

three years after the start of the campaign, the number of incumbent or former public of-

ficials serving as board directors, independent directors or senior managers decreased by

over 12%. The leave of revolving-door officials suggests that firms adjust their corporate

political strategy after experiencing an significant increase in political uncertainty.

15The model is specified as follows: Yit = β1EventF irmiPostInvestigationt + λi + γt, εit, where
Yit are the CARs of firm i on day t, EventF irmi is a binary firm type variable, coded as “0” if firm
i does not have any political connections and “1” if the firm is politically connected and one of the
firm’s board directors is investigated for corruption. PostInvestigationt is a time dummy variable,
coded as “0” if the date is before the event day t and “1” if it is after. I include firm and day fixed
effects (λi and γt) in the model.
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4.7 Conclusion

This paper shows that the political-business revolving door transmits political risks to

firms, discourages investors, and reduces firm performance in a weak institutional context.

Using China’s ongoing anticorruption campaign as a case study, I find that returns to

the revolving-door channel have become negative since 2012, when the campaign began

to sweep thousands of Chinese public officials out of office. I investigate the significant

heterogeneity in the effect of revolving door recruitment across different firms in areas

with diverse political and market environments. The findings show that political purges

amplify the cost of political risk, whereas strong market institutions offset the negative

impact of revolving-door recruitment. To unpack the causal mechanism, I examine both

the internal and external channels that lead to the sharp increase in the cost of the political-

business revolving door. Text analyses of over 1 million investor reports and firm borrowing

records show that external market perceptions matter for the rising cost of revolving-door

recruitment. Political risk embedded in revolving-door channels imposes a reputational cost

to firms: financiers become reluctant to invest in connected firms that hire former officials,

thereby causing losses that outweigh the benefits of political connections.

Although these results are robust to various tests, I acknowledge several limitations

that require future analysis. This study highlights how political risk triggers changes in

financiers’ investment strategies. However, investors may choose to adjust their portfolios

for other reasons. For example, they may become aware of severe corruption in connected

firms due to corruption investigations and then reduce investment in these highly corrupt

firms. Based on the evidence in this paper, I am unable to completely distinguish between

concerns about corruption or political risk. Moreover, as the campaign is still ongoing, the

long-term effects of political risk may differ from these findings based on the early years of

the campaign. For example, political risk may serve as a form of creative destruction. Facing

increased political risk, connected firms pivot their corporate strategy from connection

building to other productive activities, including enhancing R&D, developing new markets

or exploiting new areas of business. Future study can explore the long-term impact of the

political risk by focusing on the changes in corporate strategies.
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Overall, this paper advances an understanding of political connections built by firms.

The results imply that political connections are not always a means of protection against

uncertainty and expropriation in a weak institutional context. The risk that arises from ties

to public officials can substantially undermine firm value when connected public officials are

vulnerable.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This dissertation examines the political-business revolving-door, a prevalent form of rent-

seeking activities in China. The three papers of this dissertation examine three facets of the

revolving-door channels: public officials, firms, and outsiders in the financial market. The

first paper (Chapter 2) shows how the anticipation of revolving-door opportunities affects

officials’ decisions on public resource allocation. The second paper (Chapter 3) shows that

firms obtain both political influence and regulatory expertise through the recruitment of

former officials. The third paper (Chapter 4) turns to examine how outsiders perceive the

revolving-door connections between firms and officials. I show that the negative market

perception primarily drives the cost of revolving-door connections in turbulent times.

By documenting the revolving channels between firms and governments in China, I dis-

cuss several policy implications that address the broad impact of this dissertation. First,

my research concerns China’s regulatory environment, which is in the common interest of

both the United States and China, particularly during a period of increasing trade disputes.

It also addresses normative concerns about a nominally legitimate corporate political strat-

egy: hiring former officials. To test whether the revolving-door channel serves as a seedbed

for corruption, I explore the incentives for firms to recruit retired officials and examine the

effectiveness of anti-corruption efforts against rent-seeking activities through this revolving-

door channel. My findings provide insight into the regulation of corporate political strategy

in China, where such rules are weakly enforced.
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Beyond the implications for corporate regulations, this research also speaks to the in-

stitutional design of retirement policy for public officials. While many countries establish

institutions to discipline incumbent officials, less effort has been made to prevent retired of-

ficials from engaging in corruption or other rent-seeking activities. To raise public concerns

about the political-business revolving-door, I provide systematic evidence on the wealth

accumulation of retired officials in the private sector, contributing to the transparency of

state-business relations in China.

Moreover, this project bridges the link between researchers in the government insti-

tute (China Securities Regulatory Commission) and the scholarly community in the United

States. As the travel restrictions continue, such research collaboration has its particular

benefits given the difficulty of fieldwork due to political and public health concerns. The

data product of this dissertation, the Chinese Revolving-Door Officials Database, serves

as a public goods contribution for scholars in the United States, allowing them to study

state-business relations in China with systematic and reliable data sources.
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Chapter 6

Appendix

6.1 Supplementary Information I

6.1.1 Figures and Tables
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Figure A.1: Government Subsidy Information in Firms’ Annual Reports
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Figure A.2: Firm Concerns of Government Intervention

Note: The right panel shows the response to question 13 and the left panel
indicates that for question 8 in the Restructuring and Upgrading of Corpora-
tions Survey (RUCS). In each panel, the red bar shows the number of CEOs
that report that government interference is their major concern. The blue
bars are that of other responses. The questionnaire is shown in Appendix
6.1.4.
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Figure A.3: Conditional Effect of Clan Density on Recruitment Decision

Note: This figure shows the marginal effect of future revolving-door on the
logged subsidy value across different levels of clan density. The upward line
is the linear estimate of the marginal effect. The gray zone denotes the
95% confidence interval. The three error bars (L, M, H) shows the binning
estimates of marginal effect in subgroups with low, middle, and high clan
density.
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Table A.1: Retired vs In-
cumbent Officials Who Fell
During the Anticorruption
Campaign

n %
0 18873.00 99.30
1 128.00 0.70

Total 19001.00 100.00

Source: China’s Corruption
Investigations Dataset de-
veloped by Wang (2020).
The database includes in-
formation on 19,001 offi-
cials who were investigated
during Xi Jinping’s anticor-
ruption campaign.
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Table A.2: Firm-level Summary Statistics

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

ROA 35,179 3.38 8.58 −62.56 28.98
ROE 35,179 5.52 26.47 −240.50 127.45
Favorable Recruitment 35,179 0.23 1.09 0 29
Revolving DOor 35,179 0.78 1.34 0 18
Subsidy Size 35,179 120,770,794 921,615,036 0 35,139,435,543
Firm Size 35,179 25,170,222,541 145,491,801,892 98,832,769 1,757,040,889,240
Liability 35,179 45,139,965,191.00 652,641,307,335.00 −2,033,024 27,417,433,000,000
Tax 35,175 267,214,361.00 2,696,031,220 −10,344,620,538.00 119,740,000,000
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Table A.3: Summary Statistics of Revolving-Door Officials vs Others

Revolving-Door Officials Other Directors or Executives
Statistic N Mean St. Dev. N Mean St. Dev. Dif P-Value
Female 15958 0.11 0.31 115977 0.18 0.38 -0.07 0.00
Age 15794 51.60 8.79 112480 46.09 8.42 5.51 0.00
Years of Education 15031 13.33 2.17 105028 13.00 2.18 0.32 0.00
Length of Tenure 15958 4.13 3.39 115977 4.11 3.60 0.03 0.39
CPC Member 15958 0.51 0.50 115977 0.26 0.44 0.25 0.00
PC Member 15958 0.07 0.25 115977 0.01 0.10 0.05 0.00
CPPCC Member 15958 0.05 0.22 115977 0.01 0.10 0.04 0.00
Annual Salary 15958 178324 400306 115977 220854 408718 -42529 0.00
Stock Asset 15958 3604717 55512623 115975 3231255 73096215 373461 0.45
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Table A.4: Summary Statistics of Government Subsidies

Level Observation Mean St. Dev.
1 County 32464 2479934.54 18918924.38
2 Prefecture 42418 3182491.38 24517470.09
3 Province 23855 2760516.55 16686301.18
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Table A.5: Baseline Specification using Non-Ethnic Minority Area Sample

Subsidy Value (logged)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Future Revolving-Door 0.165 0.148
(0.058) (0.056)

1 year Before Revolving-Door 0.212 0.229
(0.080) (0.082)

2 year Before Revolving-Door 0.088 0.133
(0.067) (0.073)

3 year Before Revolving-Door 0.088 0.105
(0.070) (0.074)

Sample Place 0.140 0.142 0.144 0.144 0.139
(0.038) (0.038) (0.038) (0.038) (0.038)

Existing RD Officials 0.133 0.136 0.131 0.130 0.135
(0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.041)

Asset 0.174 0.175 0.174 0.175 0.173
(0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059)

Liability 0.015 0.014 0.015 0.014 0.014
(0.043) (0.043) (0.043) (0.043) (0.043)

Jurisdiction FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
N 97,620 97,620 97,620 97,620 97,620 97,620
Adjusted R2 0.291 0.293 0.293 0.293 0.293 0.293
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Table A.6: Baseline Specification using Non Directly-Administered Municipality
Sample

Subsidy Value (logged)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Future RD 0.172 0.161
(0.060) (0.059)

1 year Before RD 0.221 0.242
(0.083) (0.086)

2 year Before RD 0.096 0.148
(0.070) (0.078)

3 year Before RD 0.104 0.125
(0.072) (0.076)

Sample Place 0.123 0.126 0.127 0.127 0.122
(0.045) (0.045) (0.045) (0.045) (0.045)

Existing RD Officials 0.115 0.117 0.111 0.110 0.118
(0.042) (0.042) (0.042) (0.042) (0.042)

Asset 0.171 0.173 0.172 0.173 0.170
(0.061) (0.062) (0.062) (0.062) (0.061)

Liability 0.009 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.009
(0.044) (0.044) (0.044) (0.044) (0.044)

Jurisdiction FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
N 85,798 85,798 85,798 85,798 85,798 85,798
Adjusted R2 0.293 0.294 0.294 0.294 0.294 0.294
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Table A.7: Favorable Treatment Analysis: SOE vs Non-SOE

Subsidy Value (logged)
SOEs Non-SOEs

(1) (2)

Future RD 0.058 0.304
(0.070) (0.105)

1 year Before RD 0.147 0.163
(0.058) (0.054)

2 year Before RD 0.249 0.177
(0.108) (0.059)

3 year Before RD −0.034 0.033
(0.081) (0.041)

Jurisdiction FE Y Y
Year FE Y Y
Firm FE Y Y
N 27,774 67,825
Adjusted R2 0.377 0.248
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Table A.8: Exclude Tax Rebate

Subsidy Value(logged)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Future RD 0.141 0.124
(0.057) (0.055)

1 year Before RD 0.195 0.206
(0.084) (0.086)

2 year Before RD 0.041 0.082
(0.068) (0.074)

3 year Before RD 0.079 0.089
(0.070) (0.074)

Same Place 0.153 0.154 0.156 0.156 0.152
(0.038) (0.038) (0.038) (0.038) (0.038)

Existing RD Officials 0.129 0.132 0.127 0.126 0.131
(0.042) (0.042) (0.042) (0.042) (0.042)

Asset 0.192 0.194 0.193 0.194 0.192
(0.059) (0.060) (0.060) (0.060) (0.059)

Liability −0.009 −0.010 −0.010 −0.010 −0.010
(0.042) (0.042) (0.042) (0.042) (0.042)

Jurisdiction FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
N 93,163 93,163 93,163 93,163 93,163 93,163
Adjusted R2 0.283 0.284 0.284 0.284 0.284 0.284
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Table A.9: Alternative Measure: Procurement Value

Procurement Value(logged)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Future RD 0.922 0.932 0.970 0.995
(0.211) (0.228) (0.226) (0.223)

Same Place −0.030 −0.049 −0.044
(0.195) (0.197) (0.197)

Existing RD Officials 0.640 0.663
(0.300) (0.302)

Asset 0.165
(0.427)

Liability 0.216
(0.306)

Jurisdiction FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Firm FE Y Y Y Y
N 9,404 9,404 9,404 9,404
Adjusted R2 0.463 0.463 0.463 0.463
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Table A.10: Probit Model

Recruitment

(1) (2) (3)

Subsidy 0.163 0.181 0.173
(0.016) (0.017) (0.017)

Individual Controls N Y Y
Year Dummy N N Y
N 94,588 89,622 89,622
Log Likelihood −61,995.830 −58,660.540 −58,591.500
Akaike Inf. Crit. 123,995.700 117,335.100 117,199.000
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Table A.11: Continuous Measure of Government Subsidy

Recruitment

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Subsidy 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.003
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Individual Controls N N N N N
Jurisdiction FE N Y Y N N
Firm FE Y Y Y N Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Individual FE N N N Y Y
N 94,588 94,588 89,622 94,588 94,588
Adjusted R2 0.102 0.132 0.141 0.237 0.258

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the jurisdiction level are re-
ported in parentheses. Individual-level controls are female, years of
education, corporate position, age, CPC, NPC, and CPPCC mem-
bership.

Table A.12: Recruitment Analysis without Ethnic Minority Areas

Recruitment

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Subsidy 0.049 0.044 0.045 0.037 0.042
(0.010) (0.010) (0.008) (0.010) (0.010)

Individual Controls N N Y N N
Jurisdiction FE N Y Y N N
Firm FE Y Y Y N Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Individual FE N N N Y Y
N 92,976 92,976 88,049 92,976 92,976
Adjusted R2 0.103 0.132 0.140 0.238 0.258

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the jurisdiction level are re-
ported in parentheses. Individual-level controls are female, years of
education, corporate position, age, CPC, NPC, and CPPCC mem-
bership.
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Table A.13: Recruitment Analysis: Without Directly-Administered Municipalities

Recruitment

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Subsidy 0.046 0.039 0.040 0.033 0.038
(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)

Individual Controls N N Y N N
Jurisdiction FE N Y Y N N
Firm FE Y Y Y N Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Individual FE N N N Y Y
N 48,425 48,425 46,384 48,425 48,425
Adjusted R2 0.128 0.148 0.154 0.190 0.197

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the jurisdiction level are re-
ported in parentheses. Individual-level controls are female, years of
education, corporate position, age, CPC, NPC, and CPPCC mem-
bership.
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Table A.14: Recruitment Analysis: SOE vs Non-SOE

Recruitment

(1) (2)

Subsidy 0.009 0.044
(0.014) (0.015)

Individual Controls N N
Jurisdiction FE N N
Firm FE Y Y
Year FE Y Y
Individual FE Y Y
N 53,821 27,516
Adjusted R2 0.277 0.380

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the
jurisdiction level are reported in paren-
theses. Individual-level controls are fe-
male, years of education, corporate po-
sition, age, CPC, NPC, and CPPCC
membership.
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Table A.15: DiD Analysis

Recruitment

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Subsidy 0.065 0.062 0.063 0.056 0.061
(0.013) (0.013) (0.012) (0.013) (0.013)

Subsidy*PostReform −0.052 −0.053 −0.053 −0.057 −0.058
(0.019) (0.018) (0.018) (0.020) (0.019)

Individual Controls N N Y N N
Jurisdiction FE N Y Y N N
Firm FE Y Y Y N Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Individual FE N N N Y Y
N 94,588 94,588 89,622 94,588 94,588
Adjusted R2 0.102 0.133 0.141 0.237 0.258

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the jurisdiction level are reported
in parentheses. Individual-level controls are female, years of educa-
tion, corporate position, age, CPC, NPC, and CPPCC membership.
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Table A.16: Effect of Subsidies on Compensation

Salary Stock

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Subsidy 0.779 0.571 0.687 0.280 0.202 0.130
(0.227) (0.239) (0.243) (0.149) (0.191) (0.190)

Firm Controls N Y Y N Y Y
Individual Controls N N Y N N Y
Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
EntryYear FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
N 32,735 24,709 23,656 32,729 24,703 23,652
Adjusted R2 0.297 0.353 0.363 0.434 0.498 0.510

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parentheses.
Individual-level controls are female, age, years of education, administrative
level, and firm position. Firm-level controls are firm size and total liability.
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6.1.2 Data Construction of the CRDOD

I constructed the Chinese Revolving-Door Officials Database (CRDOD), which contains

extensive demographic and career information on over 15,000 government officials who have

served on the board of a Chinese publicly listed firm since 1994. The database includes 1)

compensation information for revolving-door officials, including salary, allowance, and stock

shares; 2) standardized career experience information; and 3) a relational database of their

political networks.

The workflow is shown in Figure A.4. The first step was to obtain the original informa-

tion disclosure files from the official information disclosure agency of the China Securities

Regulatory Commission. I obtained permission from the official agency of the China Securi-

ties Regulatory Commission for the noncommercial usage of its information disclosure files.

Next, I hired a group of undergraduate research assistants with backgrounds in Chinese

politics and statistical science to extract career information from the raw text of resumes

using natural language processing technology, including word embedding, tokenization, and

bidirectional encoder from representation transformer (BERT) algorithms. The career infor-

mation dataset contained standardized information on organization name, type, start year,

end year, position, and compensation. Based on the standardized career experience data, I

then constructed a political network dataset with measures of the firm- and individual-level

political networks. Finally, the database will be available on a website that contains (1) free

APIs for researchers to download; (2) an extensive search functionality that allows users

to find revolving-door officials by their name, government affiliation, or firm name; and (3)

firm-level profiles of political connections.

I provide an example of the transformation from the raw resume text to the standardized

career experience below. Specifically, I extract the information by using BERT algorithms

in the natural language processing (NLP) Python package Hanlp.

I also present a word cloud of revolving-door officials’ positions during their careers.

The font sizes represent the frequency of each government post. The visualization shows

that the most frequent positions were at the People’s Bank, Ministry of the Treasury, and

China Securities Regulatory Commission. The word cloud of various positions is shown in
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Figure A.4: Workflow
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Figure A.5: Illustration of the Data Construction of the CRDOD

Figure A.6:

I also present the career patterns of revolving-door officials using a network visualization.

In the network visualization, each vertex represents a unique government position that at

least one revolving-door official has held. The vertex size reflects the number of officials who

held the post. Additionally, each edge represents a sequential relation of two consecutive

job posts over the career of an official.1

The network visualization shows two stylized facts. Consistent with the distribution

of government branches that officials held as their last position, I find a concentration of

such officials in the executive branches throughout an official’s entire public career. The

visualization also presents widespread cyclic edges, suggesting that most revolving-door

officials work in a single government department throughout their public careers. This

pattern provides suggestive evidence that firms seek revolving-door officials with issue-

1The network visualization is motivated by Jia and Xu (2018), who analyzes the career path of
central committee members of the Chinese Communist Party.
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Figure A.6: Word Cloud of the Department Branches of Revolving-Door Officials

specific knowledge, a pattern that is not salient in the US lobbying industry (Bertrand,

Bombardini and Trebbi, 2014).
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Figure A.7: Career Paths of Revolving-Door Officials, 2007–2019

Note: This figure shows the career path networks of all revolving-door officials. Each
vertex is a position that at least one official has held. Each edge represents a sequential
relation of two positions in an official’s career. The size of the vertex reflects the
number of officials who have held the position.
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6.1.3 The Allocative Distortion of Favor Exchanges

While obtaining compelling evidence on the quid pro quo between revolving-door officials

and firms, I am also interested in how this quid pro quo relationship affects the efficiency of

subsidy allocation. On the one hand, revolving-door channels can be regarded as a necessary

evil that “greases the wheels,” allowing firms to obtain the subsidies they desperately need

by trading favors with incumbent officials. By contrast, revolving-door channels can be

malign to firms. The subsidies obtained through revolving-door channels are likely to be

used on items that do not advance firm performance, including repaying the official’s favor,

as documented in the previous section. I distinguish these two competing views on the

exchange of favors by assessing how the exchange of favors, which refers to hiring former

officials who provided subsidies before joining firms, affects firm profitability. To do so, I

construct firm-year panel data for all publicly listed Chinese firms from 2007 through 2019.

Using these firm-year panel data, I estimate a two-way fixed-effects model as follows.

Profitabilityit = β0 + β1FavorableRecruitment+ β2RevolvingDoorit+

β3

k=1∑
3

Subsidyi,t−k + δXit + γi + τt + εit.

where Profitabilityit is the performance indicator of firm i in year t. Here, I use two

widely used indicators—return on assets (ROA) and return on equity (ROE)—to measure

firm profitability, which gauges how profitable a firm is relative to its overall resources and

financial equities (Fisman, Schulz and Vig, 2014; Truex, 2014). The variable of interest,

FavorableRecruitment, is coded as “1” if at least one official who previously provided

subsidies holds a position in firm i in year t. β1 estimates the effect of the exchange of

favors through revolving-door channels on firm performance. Note that not all revolving-

door officials are recruited for favorable treatment provided in office. Some of them may

affect firm performance by using their expertise and connections. To account for these

impacts, RevolvingDoorit denotes the number of revolving-door officials who hold a position

in firm i in year t.
∑k=1

3 Subsidyi,t−k denotes the logged gross value of subsidies provided
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by provincial, city, and county governments in the last three years. Xit denotes a battery

of firm covariates, including the logged amount of subsidies, firm size, liability, and income

taxes. γi and τt are firm and year fixed effects, respectively. All standard errors are clustered

at the firm level.

Table A.17 shows the results. I first estimate the effect of subsidies on firm performance.

The results show a positive impact of subsidy value on firm profitability, where a 10%

increase in the subsidy amount is associated with an approximately 0.2% increase in ROA.

This finding explains the incentives for firms to obtain subsidies that allow them to make

annual reports look good to investors. The model in Column 2 includes the number of

revolving-door officials, the estimate of which is negative but statistically nonsignificant,

suggesting a mixed impact of general revolving-door recruitment on firm performance. In

Column 3, I include the variable of interest FavorableRecruitment, which is negative and

statistically significant at the 1% level. This result suggests that favorable recruitment

leads to an approximately 0.7% decline in ROA, ceteris paribus. In Columns 4 and 5, I

re-estimate the models in Columns 1–3 on return on equity. The full model in Column 6

shows that recruiting officials who previously granted subsidies is associated with a 1.9%

decline in ROE. In addition to using alternative firm profitability indicators, I check the

robustness by using a continuous measure of favorable recruitment in Table A.18, which

yields similar results. Taken together, the results show that the magnitude of profit losses

driven by favorable recruitment is substantial, given that the average ROA and ROE are

3.3% and 5.3%, respectively. These findings suggest that firms, despite obtaining profitable

subsidies, suffer from trading favors with officials, confirming the distortionary nature of

the revolving-door channel.
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Table A.17: Effect of Favorable Treatment on Firm Profitability

Return on Assets Return on Equity

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Favorable Recruitment −0.786 −1.956
(0.241) (0.809)

Revolving Door −0.049 −0.046 −0.224 −0.215
(0.077) (0.077) (0.232) (0.232)

Subsidy 0.021 0.021 0.034 0.009 0.009 0.043
(0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.026) (0.026) (0.029)

Firm Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y
Firm and Year FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
N 31,580 31,580 31,580 31,580 31,580 31,580
Adjusted R2 0.299 0.299 0.299 0.062 0.062 0.062

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parentheses.
Firm-level controls are firm size, liability, and taxes.
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Table A.18: Effect of Favorable Recruitment on Firm Profitability (Contin-
uous Measure)

Return on Assets Return on Equity

(1) (2)

Favorable Recruitment (Continuous) −0.563 −1.484
(0.191) (0.620)

Revolving Door −0.046 −0.216
(0.077) (0.232)

Subsidy 0.031 0.037
(0.009) (0.028)

Firm Controls Y Y
Firm and Year FE Y Y
N 31,580 31,580
Adjusted R2 0.299 0.062

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the jurisdiction level are reported in paren-
theses. Firm-level controls are firm size, liability and taxes.
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6.1.4 The RUCS Questionnaire

8、贵公司认为影响本产业发展最主要的体制和政策障碍是:

• A. 行业准入

• B. 政策多变，缺乏预期

• C.市场秩序混乱，监管不力

• D. 外部干预过多，企业缺乏自主权

• E. 受外部体制和政府行为影响，企业行为短期化

• F. 所有制待遇差别大

• G 企业和企业家的财产保护制度不完善

• H. 其他：

13、贵公司认为影响创新最主要的体制性障碍是：

• A. 创新门槛高、周期长、风险大，不如产能扩张稳妥

• B. 行业利润严重失衡，投资创新不如房地产、金融业的比较收益高

• C. 知识产权、专利保护等不到位

• D. 政府过度激励影响创新自主性

• E. 创新缺乏人才和技术来源

• F. 自主创新不如模仿收益大

• G. 政府干预与行政管制太多

• H. 在一些产业存在不合理的准入限制

• I. 缺乏公平竞争的市场环境

• J. 创新产品在产业化过程中遇到融资、市场准入、标准缺乏等难题

• K. 政府部门的职能分割和利益关系
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6.1.5 Reputation Cost Analysis

I estimate the marginal difference in subsidy value between firms that enforce the informal

contract on revolving-door recruitment and other firms that do not using a firm-year panel

data analysis. The model is specified as follows:

Subsidyit = β0 + β1FavorableRecruitment+ β2RevolvingDoorit+

β3

k=1∑
3

Subsidyi,t−k + δXit + γi + τt + εit.

where Subsidyit is the logged subsidy value of firm i in year t. As in the allocation analysis,

the variable of interest, FavorableRecruitment, is coded as “1” if at least one official who

previously provided subsidies holds a position in firm i in year t. β1 estimates the effect

of enforcing the revolving-door contract on subsidy value. I also control for the number

of former officials in firm i in year t (RevolvingDoorit ).
∑k=1

3 Subsidyi,t−k denotes the

logged gross value of subsidies provided by provincial, city, and county governments in the

last three years. Xit denotes a battery of firm covariates, including the logged amount of

subsidies, firm size, liability, and income taxes. γi and τt are firm and year fixed effects,

respectively. All standard errors are clustered at the firm level. Table A.19 presents the

results. The positive estimate of FavorableRecruitment suggests that firms that recruit

officials who provided subsidies obtain more subsidies than other firms that do not recruit,

holding the number of officials hired and the total amount of subsidies obtained by firms

equal. I use a binary outcome variable to analyze whether the probability of receiving

subsidies decreases when firms do not hire an official who provides benefits. Similar results

appear that support the reputational mechanism.
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Table A.19: Reputation Cost Analysis

Subsidy Value(logged) Subsidy Decision(dummy)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Favorable Recruitment 0.618 0.557 0.021 0.019
(0.085) (0.090) (0.006) (0.006)

Revolving Door 0.003 −0.005 −0.001 −0.001
(0.012) (0.012) (0.001) (0.001)

Subsidy 0.852 0.854 0.055 0.055
(0.002) (0.002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

Firm Controls N Y N Y
Firm and Year FE Y Y Y Y
N 35,179 31,580 35,179 31,580
Adjusted R2 0.965 0.965 0.968 0.968

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parentheses.
Firm-level controls are firm size and liability.
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6.2 Supplementary Material II

Figure A.8: Number of Firms Revolving-Door Officials Join
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Table A.20: Summary Statistics (Firm-Individual-Year Level)

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Stock Compensation (logged) 38,742 1.279 4.178 0.000 22.226
Salary(Logged) 38,755 8.912 4.944 0 16
Rank 35,816 6.788 3.573 1.000 12.000
Expertise 38,755 0.059 0.235 0 1
Age 38,732 53.877 9.189 25.000 91.000
Gender 38,754 0.117 0.322 0.000 1.000
College Degree 38,755 0.638 0.481 0 1
Finance Background 38,755 0.236 0.425 0 1
Years in Firm 38,110 31.562 26.868 0.000 231.000
Work Experience (Central Government) 38,755 0.350 0.477 0 1
Work Experience (Local Government) 38,755 0.332 0.471 0 1
Firm Size 38,755 22.517 2.051 0.000 30.815
Employment (logged) 38,713 7.840 1.615 0.000 13.223
Equity Nature 37,809 0.571 0.495 0.000 1.000
ROA 38,316 3.848 5.746 −21.679 23.932
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Table A.21: Position Rank of Revolving-Door Officials

Administrative Rank n %
Minister 113 1.34 12
Deputy Minister 141 1.68 11
Bureau Director 1425 16.98 10
Deputy Bureau Director 796 9.48 9
Division Head 1578 18.81 8
Deputy Division Head 1086 12.94 7
Section Head 274 3.26 6
Deputy Section Head 503 5.99 5
Director Clerk 394 4.69 4
Deputy Director Clerk 207 2.46 3
Senior Clerk 820 9.77 2
Clerk 1051 12.52 1
Total 8388 100
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Table A.22: Alternative Measures of Private Returns

Allowance Shares Stock Earning

(1) (2) (3)

Rank −0.171 0.051 0.046
(0.015) (0.014) (0.014)

Expertise 0.778 −0.428 −0.409
(0.129) (0.098) (0.094)

Firm and Year FEs Y Y Y
Individual Controls Y Y Y
Firm Controls Y Y Y
Observations 43,110 43,110 38,922
R2 0.538 0.402 0.420
Adjusted R2 0.508 0.363 0.378

6.3 Supplementary Material III

6.3.1 Robustness

Parallel trend . Parallel trending is the key assumption to guarantee the validity of the fixed

effects model used in the baseline analysis. Specifically in this study, there must be no

diverse trends of profitability measures for firms with and without revolving-door officials

before firms started hire revolving-door officials. To show whether this assumption holds,

I use a dynamic model specification, adding four leads and three lags of this indicator to

capture the potential effects during the five years before and the three years following the

actual treatment. The model is specified as follows:

Yit =
t+4∑

τ1=t−3

βτ1RevolvingDoorit + δXit + λi + γt + εit.

where the dependent variables, key independent variables of interest, set of covariates and

two-way fixed effects are the same as those in the baseline specification. Instead of using

one treatment variable, I incorporate a set of dummy variables
∑t+4

τ1=t−3 βτ1RevolvingDoorit

achieve flexible estimates of the impact of revolving-door employment on firm profitability.
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Figure A.11 shows the dynamic effect of revolving-door employment by presenting both

the point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of lagged and leads (the corresponding

regression results are in Table A.28). The estimates of revolving door recruitment is neg-

ative and statistically significant in the current-year term. More importantly, firms with

revolving-door officials do not experience profit loss until they actually hire one retired of-

ficial, as shown by the insignificant negative or significant positive estimates of all lead and

lagged terms.

Alternative Measures of Firm Performance. Aside from using ROA as a performance

metric, I use three alternative measures of firm profitability to estimate the effect of the

revolving-door employment: (1) profit margin (logged), (2) returns on equity, and (3)

earnings per share, using the full model in the baseline specification (Column 5 of Table

4.1). Table A.29 presents the results, which show a similar pattern to the baseline finding:

revolving-door employment has a negative impact on firm performance, leading to an 0.9 to

5 percentage points decrease in profit margin, returns on equity, and earnings per share, ce-

teris paribus. Overall, the results provide reassuring evidence for the cost of revolving-door

recruitment: firms with revolving-door officials experience a significant decline in various

firm profitability measures since the start of the campaign compared to those unconnected

firms.

Various Measures of Revolving-door. One may also question the measure of revolving-

door employment. In the main results, I compare the differences in profitability between

firms with and without revolving-door officials using a binary treatment variable. However,

firms with one connected revolving-door official may perform differently from a counterpart

with multiple officials. If multiple political ties dilute political risk, we would expect that

firms with more revolving-door officials would suffer less from increased uncertainty during

periods of enhanced political risk. By contrast, political risk may also increase with the

number of ties, as firms that hire multiple former officials could suffer from the deteriorating

status of many former officials.

To distinguish between these two mechanisms, I use two alternative measures of revolving-

door recruitment. One is a continuous measure, which counts the number of revolving-door

officials who serve as board directors and senior executives of firm i in year t. Moreover,
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following Xu (2020)’s measure of corporate political connections, I also compute the density

of revolving-door employment in a firm using the ratio of revolving-door officials to the en-

tire body of board and senior executives teams. I use the same specification as the baseline

model, replacing binary measure of revolving-door with continuous and ratio measure as the

independent variable. Table A.30 and A.31 presents the corresponding result. The analy-

sis using continuous measure shows that firms with one additional revolving-door officials

experience a 0.14 to 0.17 percentage point negative returns on assets. Similarly, regres-

sion with ratio measure shows a significant losses triggered by revolving-door recruitment.

The findings suggest that 10% increase in the revolving-door recruitment is associated with

−0.4% decrease in firm returns, a considerable profit loss given that the average ROA is

about 3%. Through the use of continuous and ratio measures for political connections, this

set of robustness tests shows that the key findings of this paper are not sensitive to the

measurement of revolving-door recruitment.

Placebo Test I: Fake Treatment Group. It is possible that the measures of revolving-door

recruitment may capture other composition characteristics of the firm board. For example,

firms that hire revolving-door officials may also conduct other corporate political strate-

gies. Research shows that firm owners join the Communist Party or legislatures to obtain

protection against expropriation and advance business interest (Hou, 2019; Tsai, 2007).

The political influence obtained through party membership and state legislature can also

lead to profit loss under a high-risk environment. To exclude this alternative explanation,

I conduct a placebo test using alternative political background as the “fake” treatment

group. I use the baseline specification in Table 4.1, but replace revolving-door employment

with three alternative measures of political background: whether a firm has (1) Communist

Party Member (2) People’s Congress Deputy, or (3) People’s Political Consultative Con-

ference Member. I use binary indicators, coding each type of political background as “1”

if at least one of the firm’s board directors or executives are currently Communist Party

Member, People’s Congress Deputy, or People’s Political Consultative Conference Member

and “0” otherwise. Table A.32 shows the result. The point estimates of firm’s alternative

political background are small and insignificant at the 5% level. It shows that political in-

fluence gained from Communist party membership or legislator status does not affect firm
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performance during the period of anti-corruption campaign.

Placebo Test II: Pre Treatment Period. As the political risk theory suggested, the scale

and intensity of the anti-corruption crackdown create a distinctive high-risk environment

that incurs cost on firms that trade favors with revolving-door officials. As purge intensity

is the key moderator that affects the magnitude, I expect that firms with revolving-door

officials do not experience profit loss in an environment with low purge uncertainty. To

empirically examine this key conjecture, I estimate the effect of revolving-door employment

on firm performance before the start of the ongoing anti-corruption campaign (2008–2011).

Results are in Table A.33. The results show that revolving-door recruitment is not statis-

tically correlated with firm performance before 2012, when the political risk is low. Again,

the findings reassures that political risk incurs the cost to firms that recruit revolving-door

officials.

Sub-sample analysis. Another concern is about the equity type of firms. In China, state

owned enterprises (SOEs) and non-SOEs in China have substantial differences. For example,

Piotroski and Zhang (2014) shows that political leaders control SOEs through direct state

intervention, such as Party-based personnel management, but manage non-SOEs by using

indirect policy tools, including access to the capital market, licensing, and regulations. I

conduct a sub-sample analysis to show the effect of political risk exists in both types of firms.

2 Figure A.12 present the results, showing the estimates of revolving-door recruitment are

negative and statistically significant for both SOEs and non-SOEs. Moreover, the estimate

of revolving door recruitment in non-SOEs samples is smaller than that of the SOEs sample,

suggesting that connected non-SOEs suffer from the the increased political risk risen from

the anti-corruption campaign less than do connected SOEs.

Propensity Score Method. Lastly, I construct more plausible counterfactual by using a

propensity score matching adjustment. I first conduct a propensity score matching method

using the covariates included in the baseline model to achieve a matched sample. By doing

so, I get 6134 firm-year pairs and then conduct a regression analysis that includes the

propensity score, and the covariates and specific time trends used in the baseline model.

Table A.34 shows the regression results. The matching estimates are similar to our baseline

2Interaction analysis is not feasible for this test because I control for fixed effects effect.
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findings in Table 2.2 and are statistically significant at the 1% level.
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Table A.23: Spatial Distribution of Corruption Probes

Rank Province Number of Purged Officials
1 SICHUAN 1439
2 GUANGDONG 1395
3 HENAN 1270
4 JIANGSU 1259
5 SHANDONG 1148
6 HUBEI 1028
7 GUANGXI 1004
8 ZHEJIANG 984
9 ANHUI 916

10 YUNNAN 896
11 SHANXI 836
12 GUIZHOU 784
13 FUJIAN 721
14 HUNAN 716
15 JIANGXI 637
16 HEBEI 546
17 SHAANXI 434
18 GANSU 360
19 HAINAN 349
20 HEILONGJIANG 320
21 NEIMENGGU 303
22 LIAONING 266
23 XINJIANG 239
24 JILIN 185
25 CHONGQING 180
26 SHANGHAI 160
27 NINGXIA 156
28 BEIJING 141
29 QINGHAI 124
30 TIANJIN 104
31 TIBET 47
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6.3.2 Tables and Figures

Figure A.9: Time Trend of Political Connections
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Figure A.10: Time Trend of Corruption Investigations related to Chinese Publicly
Listed Firms
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Figure A.11: Flexible Estimation of the Effect of Revolving Door
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Note: Dependent variables are profit margin (%) in the upper panel and ROA (%) in
the lower panel. Controls are years since IPO, operating revenue (logged), firm size,
the number of employees (logged), and tax (logged). Standard errors are clustered at
firm level.
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Figure A.12: Heterogeneous Effects of Political Risk across Different Types of Firms
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Note: Dependent variables are ROA (%). Controls are years since IPO, operating rev-
enue (logged), firm size, the number of employees (logged), and tax (logged). Standard
errors are clustered at firm level.
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Figure A.13: Diagnostics Test for the Marginal Effect Analysis

Note: Dependent variables are ROA (%). Treatment is Revoving Door
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Figure A.14: Firms Reduce Revolving-Door Employment
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Table A.24: Summary Statistics of Revolving-Door Officials vs Others (2000-2016)

Revolving-Door Officials Other Directors or Executives
Statistic N Mean St. Dev. N Mean St. Dev. Dif P-Value
Female 18296 0.10 0.30 147239 0.16 0.37 -0.06 0.00
Age 18152 50.15 8.84 143327 44.72 8.37 5.43 0.00
Years of Education 17349 13.43 2.14 134717 13.18 2.21 0.25 0.00
CPC Member 18296 0.33 0.47 147239 0.19 0.39 0.14 0.00
Length of Tenure 18296 4.31 2.81 147239 4.64 3.11 -0.32 0.00
People Congress Member 18296 0.05 0.21 147239 0.02 0.13 0.03 0.00
CPPCC Member 18296 0.04 0.19 147239 0.02 0.12 0.02 0.00
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Table A.25: Summary Statistics

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max

Returns on Asset (%) 12,571 3.85 5.72 −21.44 1.23 6.53 25.95
Returns on Equity(%) 16,260 9.84 12.54 −49.34 3.89 15.73 52.42
Profit Margin 16,305 9.68 14.79 −67.21 3.32 15.67 58.79
Earnings Per Share 15,770 0.46 0.81 −6.70 0.12 0.65 50.83
Revolving Door (binary) 16,305 0.67 0.47 0 0 1 1
Revolving Door (continuous) 16,305 1.67 2.12 0 0 2 22
Communist Party Member 16,305 0.62 0.49 0 0 1 1
People’s Congress Deputy 16,305 0.33 0.47 0 0 1 1
People’s Consultative Conference Member 16,305 0.30 0.46 0 0 1 1
Firm Size (logged) 16,305 21.60 1.43 14.94 20.62 22.42 29.44
Revenue (logged) 16,305 20.97 1.45 0.00 19.96 21.84 27.59
Tax (logged) 15,726 1.05 0.78 −5.02 0.56 1.46 7.27
Real Estate Investment 6,093 16.60 3.68 0.00 15.68 18.37 24.28
Bank Loan (logged) 12,462 19.01 2.73 0.00 18.04 20.43 25.29
Investor Mentality 11,953 0.71 0.17 0.00 0.63 0.81 1.00
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Table A.26: Using Alternative Cluster Standard Errors

ROA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Revolving Door -0.622 -0.622 -0.638 -0.578 -0.597
Type of Standard Error

Sector (0.222) (0.200) (0.201) (0.197) (0.201)
Province (0.224) (0.201) (0.209) (0.193) (0.203)
Firm&Year (Two-way) (0.147) (0.136) (0.150) (0.175) (0.147)

Note: The dependent variable is ROA (%). Controls are operating rev-
enue (logged), firm size, People’s Congress Member, CPPCC Member,
and Party Member. Standard errors clustered at firm level are reported
in parentheses.
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Table A.27: Sector Distribution of Chinese Listed Firms

Sector Name Frequency

Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery 39
Mining industry 72
Manufacturing industry 1910
Electric power, heat, gas and water production&supply 102
Construction industry 89
Wholesale and retail industry 155
Transport, storage and postal service industry 87
Accommodation and catering industry 9
Information transmission, software, and technology 238
Financial industry 79
Real estate industry 124
Leasing and commercial service industry 44
Scientific research and technical service industry 32
Water conservancy, environment and public facility management 38
Education 3
Health and social work 9
Industry of culture, sports and entertainment 47
Diversified industries 22

Notes: Industrial classification for national economic activities GB/T 4754—2017
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Table A.28: Flexible Estimation

ROA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Revolving Door, t+4 -0.107 -0.135 -0.185 -0.138 -0.187
(0.248) (0.243) (0.244) (0.243) (0.244)

Revolving Door, t+3 0.876 0.791 0.806 0.786 0.805
(0.280) (0.272) (0.273) (0.273) (0.274)

Revolving Door, t+2 -0.159 -0.248 -0.234 -0.247 -0.229
(0.289) (0.294) (0.295) (0.292) (0.293)

Revolving Door, t+1 -0.177 -0.247 -0.249 -0.256 -0.264
(0.292) (0.293) (0.294) (0.296) (0.296)

Revolving Door -1.063 -0.796 -0.788 -0.775 -0.777
(0.423) (0.397) (0.399) (0.396) (0.397)

Revolving Door, t-1 0.038 -0.065 -0.078 -0.040 -0.050
(0.373) (0.364) (0.365) (0.363) (0.364)

Revolving Door, t-2 0.528 0.581 0.598 0.616 0.626
(0.348) (0.337) (0.341) (0.338) (0.341)

Revolving Door, t-3 -0.284 -0.332 -0.359 -0.356 -0.369
(0.276) (0.270) (0.267) (0.269) (0.267)

Observations 12,276 12,275 12,275 12,275 12,275
R-squared 0.566 0.585 0.588 0.587 0.590
Firm and Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Firm Controls N Y Y Y Y
Sector Specific Time Trend N N Y N Y
Province Specific Time Trend N N N Y Y
Adjusted R-squared 0.447 0.471 0.474 0.472 0.475

Note: The dependent variable is ROA (%). The controls are operating revenue
(in logs), firm size, People’s Congress member, CPPCC member, and Party
member. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parentheses.
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Table A.29: Alternative Measures of Firm Performance

Profit Margin ROE EPS

(1) (2) (3)
Revolving Door -0.908 -1.261 -0.050

(0.376) (0.288) (0.021)

Observations 16,302 16,257 15,767
Adjusted R-squared 0.496 0.543 0.453
Firm and Year FE Y Y Y
Firm Controls Y Y Y
Sector Specific Time Trend Y Y Y
Province Specific Time Trend Y Y Y

Note: The dependent variables are Profit Margin, Returns on Eq-
uity, and Earnings Per Share. The controls are operating revenue
(in logs), firm size, People’s Congress member, CPPCC member,
and Party member. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are
reported in parentheses.
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Table A.30: Continuous Measure of Revolving-door

ROA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Revolving Door (Continuous) -0.145 -0.175 -0.177 -0.173 -0.171
(0.057) (0.058) (0.057) (0.059) (0.057)

Observations 12,276 12,276 12,276 12,276 12,276
R-squared 0.565 0.585 0.588 0.587 0.590
Firm and Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Firm Controls N N Y Y Y
Sector Specific Time Trend N N Y Y Y
Adjusted R-squared 0.446 0.471 0.474 0.473 0.476
Province Specific Time Trend Y Y Y

Note: The dependent variable is ROA (%). The controls are operating revenue
(in logs), firm size, People’s Congress member, CPPCC member, and Party
member. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parentheses.
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Table A.31: Ratio Measure of Revolving-door

ROA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Revolving Door (Ratio) -4.194 -4.333 -4.382 -4.304 -4.265
(1.228) (1.224) (1.221) (1.218) (1.216)

Observations 12,261 12,261 12,261 12,261 12,261
R-squared 0.565 0.585 0.588 0.587 0.590
Firm and Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Firm Controls N N Y Y Y
Sector Specific Time Trend N N Y Y Y
Adjusted R-squared 0.446 0.471 0.474 0.473 0.476
Province Specific Time Trend Y Y Y

Note: The dependent variable is ROA (%). The controls are operating revenue
(in logs), firm size, People’s Congress member, CPPCC member, and Party
member. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parentheses.
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Table A.32: Alternative Political Background as Fake Treatment

ROA

(1) (2) (3)

People’s Congress Member 0.059
(0.222)

People’s Consultative Conference Member 0.166
(0.208)

Communist Party Member -0.253
(0.224)

Observations 12,276 12,276 12,276
R-squared 0.590 0.590 0.590
Firm and Year FE Y Y Y
Firm Controls Y Y Y
Sector Specific Time Trend Y Y Y
Province Specific Time Trend Y Y Y
Adjusted R-squared 0.475 0.475 0.475

Note: The dependent variable is ROA (%). The controls are operating
revenue (in logs), firm size, People’s Congress member, CPPCC mem-
ber, and Party member. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are
reported in parentheses.
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Table A.33: Pre 2012 Analysis

Returns on Asset (%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Revolving Door -0.265 -0.171 -0.211 -0.181 0.227
(0.391) (0.392) (0.392) (0.583) (0.639)

Observations 6,790 6,789 6,789 9,606 9,605
Firm and Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Firm Controls N Y Y Y Y
Sector-Specific Time Trend N N Y N Y
Province-Specific Time Trend N N N Y Y
Adjusted R-squared 0.371 0.391 0.393 0.506 0.507

Note: The dependent variable is ROA (%). The controls are operating revenue
(in logs), firm size, People’s Congress member, CPPCC member, and Party
member. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parenthe-
ses.
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Table A.34: Propensity Score Regression using Matched Sample

ROA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Revolving Door -0.588 -0.620 -0.635 -0.577 -0.593
(0.180) (0.175) (0.175) (0.173) (0.173)

Observations 12,268 12,268 12,268 12,268 12,268
Adjusted R-squared 0.450 0.472 0.475 0.474 0.477
Firm and Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Firm Controls N Y Y Y Y
Sector Specific Time Trend N N Y N Y
Province Specific Time Trend N N N Y Y

Note: The dependent variable is ROA (%). The controls are operating revenue
(in logs), firm size, People’s Congress member, CPPCC member, and Party
member. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parentheses.
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Table A.35: Difference in the Estimated Effect Across Quantile Groups

Diff Std.Err. z.score p.value CI lower.95.. CI upper.95..
50% vs 25% 0.344 0.126 2.724 0.006 0.096 0.591
75% vs 50% 0.344 0.126 2.724 0.006 0.096 0.591
75% vs 25% 0.687 0.252 2.724 0.006 0.193 1.181
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Table A.36: Event Study of the Purge of Board Directors

CAR

[-1,1] [-3,3] [-5,5] [-10,10]

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Event FirmPost Event −0.011 −0.018 −0.023 −0.028
(0.005) (0.007) (0.008) (0.010)

Firm-Day FE Y Y Y Y
Observations 420 979 1,537 2,924
Adjusted R2 0.902 0.835 0.791 0.641

Note: Dependent variable are Cumulative Abnormal Returns
(CARs). Columns 1 –4 shows the results with window sizes
[−1, 1], [−3, 3], [−5, 5], and [−10, 10], respectively. Standard
errors clustered at firm level are reported in parentheses.
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6.3.3 Computing Cumulative Abnormal Returns

Specifically, I calculate CARs using the method developed by Campbell et al. (1997). First,

I fit a return model using the following specification:

Rit = α̂i + β̂iRmt + εt (6.1)

Specifically, Rit is the return of stock i on day t, and Rmt is the market return of the

Shanghai and Shenzhen Market on day t. After fitting the model, I calculate the abnormal

returns ARit of stock i on day t by taking the difference between the actual return Rit and

the estimated return R̂it. The model is specified as follows:

ARit = Rit − R̂it. (6.2)

Lastly, I calculate the abnormal return using the following specification:

CAR[0, n]i =
n∑
t=0

ARit. (6.3)

where CAR[0, n]i is the cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) of stock i from day 0

through day n. Overall, the CARs show the extent to which the actual returns of each firm

differ from the predicted returns of a stock given the performance of the market as a whole

and the stock’s actual value within the estimation window. In this paper, I estimate the

CAR based on a pre-event period of 200 (t = −60) trading days, ending 10 trading days

(t = −10) before the event day (t = 0).
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6.3.4 Text Mining of Equity Research Report

Data Pre-processing

I collect 1,647,206 equity research reports released by China’s major finance institutions

from 2008 to 2017 from the CSMAR database. The data processing is performed as follows.

To identify the firm-related sentiments, I extract 570,000 sentences containing names of

listed firms. Then, I separate the sentences into tokens using jieba, a python package for

Chinese word segmentation. Lastly, I remove the punctuation and stop words.

Manual Annotation for Sentiment

Because of the high annotation cost, I randomly select 10,000 sentences to be manually

labeled with the sentiment label by five research assistants. I code the sentence as “2” if

it contains positive sentiments, “1” if it contains neutral sentiments, and “0” if it contains

negative sentiments. Given that the neutral sentences contain high levels of noise which

reduce the accuracy of the model, we remove these sentences and train the text classification

model by focusing on positive and negative sentiments. After the manual annotation, we

have 1344 negative sentences and 3634 positive sentences.

Sentiment Classification for Unlabeled Data

Feature Extraction: In this paper, I use TF-IDF (Term Frequency–Inverse Document Fre-

quency), one of the most frequently used algorithms, to extract features from the data. For

computer programming, I use scikit-learn, a python package for machine learning, to covert

tokens to vectors using the TF-IDF algorithm that is shown as follows:

TFij =
wij
vj

(6.4)

IDFi = loga(
T

Di + 1
) (6.5)

TF − IDFij = TFij × IDFi (6.6)

=
wij
vj

× loga(
T

Di + 1
)pe (6.7)
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where wij is the number of occurrences of the term i in the document j. vj is the total

number of terms in the document j and T is the total number of documents. Di is the total

number of the documents with the term i.

Training : I split the labeled sentences into a 90% training set and a 10% test set. The

training set is inputted to the classification model, while the test set is used to evaluate the

model. To train the sentiment classifier, I use the Multinomial Näıve Bayes Model in the

scikit-learn package.

In the first trial, the accuracy, precision and recall evaluated on the test were 74%, 76%

and 74%, respectively. The performance of the classifier DiD not reach the standard we set,

which was that the accuracy should be higher than 80%.

I then return to the descriptive analysis of sentence-level data and find that there is

an imbalance between the number of the positive sentences (3270) and negative sentences

(1210) in the training set. To account for this problem, I apply the SMOTE algorithm

(Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique) and generate new negative samples to solve

the imbalance. I then conduct the second trail and find that the SMOTE algorithm improves

the performance of the classifier. The accuracy, precision and recall evaluated on the test

set are 81%, 83% and 83% respectively.

Prediction: The remaining unlabeled data is automatically annotated with sentiment
labels by the classifier. Meanwhile, I also present the probability of each label in each
sentence.
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